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PRICE 4 C E N T !

Upstairs in the fancy work
de After a 20-minute wait the horses
partment, Mrs. F. W. Hamden had came out for the final heat of the
a beautiful display of household ar-j special race.
It was now
neatly
tides made since last fair.
Miss dark and little could be seen cf the
Gertrude Jones of South Portland al horsesi, except that Prince Alfondly
so had a household display of beau was holding lis own and he
ca^me
tiful crocheted articles.
Mrs. C. C.jlu safely. Constantine, Jr.,, did not
Dill exhibited a large table cover appear and it was soon learned that
and sofa pillow,, made of
premium his driver had met with an accident.
rbbous taken at this fair.
One ( f It was nothing serious and although
the most beautiful tilings shown was his driver entered a protest, saying
a luncheon set, made by Mrs. Frank that he had been run into purpose
-----------! Horeyseck.
It was a pine
cone ly, the decision of the judges was
The First Duty Of Any
The usual evening service at Unto ¡design and was worked with a single given as the horses came in. The
Rifle Is To Shoot Straight
church wild be set aside next Sun thread, in solid and eyelet. There special race summary:
The things that distinguish Remington-UMC Big Game Rifles
day evening and in its stead there " ,as the Large cloth and two sets Prince Alfondly,
4
from all others of their class are certain fundamental refinement»
1
; wlil be a special program in the in oi doilies.
Mrs. W. B. Hoyt
and Constantine, Jr.,
invented and used exclusively by the Remington Arms-LJnioB
2
terest of better fellowship, and great Mrs- C. W. Cushman had some beau-. Odd Fellow,
Metallic Cartridge Company.
H i g h P o w e r S l i d e A c t i o n R e p e a t e r s wnth the lamoas R e m 3
I er efficiency in Christian work. Tib- ; t:f'u!]/ solid evelet and cutline work; Cyclone,,
in ito D -L 'M C S/ide A ction feature: Sis »not; Ham rnerleu; 2 2 inch
O rd n au ce Steel barrel, patented quick-adjustable Straight Bar Rear
|meeting will be conducted by till j a-So a hand-painted sola
pillow.
Sight and mew desi.n C opper Bead From Si^ht. Cham bered ■for .25
Executive Committee of
Franklin, -',lrs- Carroll Russell, Mrs. F. G. McR em ington. J O Rem ington. .3 2 Kerm nstoo aod .35 Rem ington
Following are
t ie additions on
cartridge*.
County Congregational
Association Uenzie, Miss Flora Smith, Mrs. Geo.
A u t o lo a d in g R ifle s - C
Fivee rhon
»hou i t one loading— you «imply
»imply pte
premiums
from
last
week:
I Prniv W. G. Maillett cf
Farmington Batn£s., Mrs.. Weston Parker,
Miss
eject« empties and loai
loada
Inc trigger lor each «hot.
Autom atically ejecta
the fresh «hell.
M o d e with Une tn...oi" R e m in g to n -C V lC Solid
Class 36— Seed corn and vegetab
!
State
Normal
School,
Mr.
Willard
'Martha
\
\
ilkinson,,
Mrs.
A.
D.
GrafB ieech: Hammerica»; Positive Sah-ty D evice; Cham bered for .25
Pop corn, B. F. Savage first;
Rem ington. .3 0 R em ington, .3 2 Rem ington and .3 5 Remington
Bass of Wilton, Rev. W. H. Palmer
Mrs. F. S. Haley, Mrs. W. J. les.
cartridge*— and the n ew 2 2 cal.hre K . ::.;ngt:>n-U M C A utoload
ing Rifle, «hooting the .22 Reining.on A uio.oacm .g Cartridge.
of Willton and Rev. R. H. Cla-I*) of; Baggett, Mrs.
Morrell Goldsmith, beets,, N. H. Haines first, William
H.
L ook for the dealei w h o display« the R e d Fi-.ll M.-.rlf o f R em in g ton .
Farmington are to be the speakers.
Mrs. Adelphiuis Parker, Mrs.
Silas F Cal den second; carrots, N.
UM C.
H e has these R r .i n g t o u - U M C Rides id stock now .
I sincerely Hope that a large num Blodgett. Mrs. Lee Ross ami
Mrs. Haines first, Wm. F. CaMen second.
ot can get them to! you.
T o keep your gun cleaned and lubricated
her of people will avail themselves Uav,id Haley were among t..e exl.ib Clarence Pillsbury third; parsnips,
tight, use Rem O il, the new
Wm. F. Calden first, Clarence Pills
powder solvent, rust
of this opportunity of having good tors.
reventabve, and gua
speakers and by their presence help
Hescock & Aflwcod had a fine bury second; turnipst, Clarence PilIsbuiry first, Wm. F. Calden second;
display of yarn®, woolens, etc.
to make the meeting a success.
During the three days the peopl pumpkins, G. L. Voter first; squash,
M. S. Hutchins.
in the hall were delightfully enter H. J. Wing first, Mrs. W. J. Dag
tained by solos by Mr.. Baker, accom gett second; onions, Mrs. E. Dill
,
Rem ington Arm s-U nion M etallic Cartridge C®first;
panied by the piano player, belong first; tomatoes, Mrs. E. Dill
29V B rosid w av N e w Y o r k City
ripe tomatoes, Mrs. E. Dili! first
ing to C. W. Norton cf Farmngton.
and second; potatoes), F. A. Phillips
f.rst, N. H. Haines second,
Mor
T H U R SD A Y ’S RACES
rell Wing third; farm display, G. A.
G R A N T ’S C A M P S .
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
Willard» first, H. J. Wing second.
|
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine.
> Grant’s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We
The races Thursday were called a
Class 37—Fruit, apples. Wagner,
’ shall keep open during the hunting season. Write us for reservations.
1.30 p. m., the 2.35 class being tb F Scamman first; Mackintosh,
G.
I
ED GRANT & SON CO.
¡ first to »tart with four horses. Th L. Veter first,,, E. F. Parker second,
I heat was uneventful, Fannie
Ett F. Scamman third; Wolf River, A.
! taking it easy.
But in the secon D. Whitney first, J. O. Dunham
The last day of the North Frank heat things began to happen. Firs third; Gravenstein, G. L. Voter first,
lin Agricultural Society’s fair was Lela Bragdcn began to show off an F. Scamiman second; Harvey, A. D.
| B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S Bald)Mi i°nu
. nta‘n | I in spite of the rain, a big success in spite cf everything that coulld b Whitney first; Pippin, F. Scamiman
I Everything was finished up, even th done she continued to act
badly first; Wealthy, F. Scamman first;
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookme¿5 sruntic Lake. Near the best fishin* grounds. First class steam boat connections— Auto
j;j; ; racing, despite the fact that Con . Finally, she quieted
down, which Baldwin, F. Scamiman first; Northern
B
road to camps— Telephone connections—T w o mai's d a ily -W r ite for free circular.
j stantine,, Jr., had a smash up in th ; seeimed to be the signal for Nan Spy, A. D. Whitney first, F. ScamAMOS ELLIS. Prop’r.,^
^
Bald Mountain,
Maine
^
^ . jjjj
I last heat and did not finsh the race T., to show off, and when her driv man second; Ben Davis, J. O. Dun
'The officials of the society are en er gCt her settled, Lela Bragdon be ham first, F. Scamman seccnd; R.
i tirely satisfied with the outcome o gan to behave worse than ever. I I. Greening«^ J. O. Dunham first, F.
the fair, are pleased with, the way; spite of all that could be done, eve Scamman second; Kings, J. O. Dun
; the people took hold and
helped to the changing of drivers
twice ham first, A. D. Whitney second. E.
FOR REAL SPORT COME TO
Jand are planning to give a bigger ¿i,e simply persisted in acting in
F. Parker third; Starks, J. O. Dun
BLA K E .SLE E L A K E G A M P S
bad manner. Finally she was take ham first, A. D. Whitney seccnd, F.
X. and better one next year.
^
The best Deer, Bear and Bird Shooting in the State of Maine.
«j.
The receipts for the entire t.iree to the stable and a mask put on her Scamman third; display, F. Scamman
Comfortable, well heated, individual cabins, best of table.
Y ; days were right around $1000, which This did not seemto remedy
mat first, J. O. Dunham second, A. D.
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Skinner, Maine
is quite goed considering all things. ; ters much, so Starter Jones
los Whitney third; pears, Bartlett, Mrs.
A slight mistake was made in re- patience and
sent the horse« of F W. Harnden first; Sickle, Mrs.
porting the premiums on draft cattle without her.
The heat finished i F. W. Harnd'en first; Anjon, Mrs.
last week.
In the class under 6 a thunder slhower,
F. W. Harnden first; Clapp’s Fav
feet, 8 inches, the premuims wer
As soon as the shower was
ove orite, Clinton Harnden first),
Mrs..
awarded as follows:
W. E. Heath the ladies’ race was called with fw F. W. Hamden second, Mrs. H. E.
first, C. E. Lawrence second,, C. F. ladies driving, Mrs. Blaine Wilbu Dunham third; Flemish Beauty, Mrs,
Rcss third.
with Baby B., and Mrs. Emlna Step H. E. Dunham first.
Among the things in the hall not arcj with Kimpton, Jr.
Class 38—Fruit and honey. Best
For further particulars write or address
men.i red last week are the fol-| The first heat was taken easily peck of cranberries, Bion
Wing
lowing:
Victor Masterman of Weiltd by Baby B. in 1.44 and the starte first, H. J. Wing seccnd;
grapes,
txbib.ted a big pail of
growing gave the lades their choice to rac G. L. Voter first, Mrs. W. J. Dag
M a in e .
strawberries, in which were
bios- 1two more heats or call it a rac gett seccnd; collection canned fruit,
sems, ripe and green berries.
It as it stood.
They decided to g Mrs. George Adams first,
Mrs.
was indeed a rare sight.
|the other two neats and the second Cnester Allien second;
collection
-----------! heat was raced at once,
Kimpton pickles, Mrs. George Adatms
first,
Among the flowers worthy to be Jr., taking the heat in 1.36.
Afte Mrs. D. W. Rcss second;
maple
(mentioned was the excellent display a fp’.......---+ 001’ riM
3it the last hea syrup, Clinton Harnden first, G. L.
of Mrs. Fremont Scamiman. She had was raced and Kimpton, Jr., wa Voter second; dried fruit, Mrs. Har
a large washlbow® full, arranged in declared the winner,. Baby B.
i ry Dunham first.
a most artistic manner. The £low e)pite of the free use of the wbii
Class 41—Fancy work. Solid em
AS A
ers this year were of unusual beauty. not being able to quite do it. Th broidered sofa pillow, Miss Gladys
Mrs. W. J. Daggett exhibited
two heat was raced in 1.33.
Hewey first, Mrs. C. W.
Cushman
pot plants that attracted a lot of
As the free-for-all did not fill, th second and third; hand painted sofa
attention. One was a fuchsia, about entries were opened and a specia pillow, Mrs. C. W. Cushman first;
One heat
wa. Wallachian sofa pillow, Mrs. D. W.
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of a foot high, covered withi blossoms, race was called.
that grew from a tiny slip given her trotted off before the shower, and a Ross first; silk sofa pillow, Mrs. C.
access and nearly all the camps are open through the in June.
It certainly showed th« the track was heavy a long tire?on1 O. Dill first; fancy sofa pilCiow, Mrs
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and good care given/ it.
The
other wait was endured before the horse F. W. Harnden < first, Mrs. W. B.
was a small rose bush covered with appeared. Finally Odd Fellow cam Hoyt second;
table mats, Rose
small game are very abundant.
tiny cream roses.
The food display out and was greeted with applause Campbell first; punch work, Miss
twas simiall.
There was no butter, As soen as the horses
appear© Gladys Hewey first and second, Mar
cheese,
or
honey
this year.
Owing they were sent off and it was seo ion Hewey third; lunch cloth, Mrs.
Issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing: map of entire region, which will be furn
to the extreme Beat people did no seen that Prince Alfondly, driven by Silas Blodgett first, Miss Martha Wil
ished upon application to
wisili to bring those perishable pro Frank Haley, was taking the lead kinson second;
solid
centerpiece,
General Manager,
Phillips. Maine. ducts.
F. N. BEAL,
The apple display
wa As he came under the wire, tine Mrs. A. D. Graff am first, Mrs. F. G.
unusually good, Fremont
Scam stand rose in a body and
cheered McKenzie second^ Mrs. Oarroll Rus
Read th e advertisem ents Kn Maine man haying an exceptionally
fin loud and long.
This made
split sell!' third; solid doiley. Mrs. Weston
TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
Woods.
exhibit. A- D. Whitney and J. O heats.
Parker first, Flora M. Smith second;
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt"
Dunham also had a fine Showing of
ing and Trapping: line subscribe for the TrapperThe Last heat of the 2.35
was collar and jabot, Mrs. A d e e m s Park
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
apples.
then trotted, the horses being sent er first; scarf, Mrs. C. W. Cushman
60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
information on Hunting:. Trapping-, Fishing. Taxi
There was not a trace of
seed off without Nan T. as in the other second, Mrs. Silas Blodgett
third;
dermy. eto., that could not be oh ained elsewhere
corn in the hall except in the farm heat.
The 2.35 class
summary cut work, Mrs. F. O. Bemds first;
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept, M.. Huntington. and moths wanted fo r oolloKes. H ighest prices paid. Outdoor
displays.
Fannie Etta,
1 1 1
sdeboard scarf, Mrs. C. W. Cush
W. Va.
nurnmer work. Get com plete book o f instructions an dotails.
Send 2c Htamp. JAM ES S IN C LA IR , ttotocnoloiriat. D ept. 9.
Mrs. George Adam«, Miss Ada Vin- Nan T.
2 3 2
Loa AnireUa Cal.
man first; cross stitchi. Mrs. Will
ing and Mrs. Chester Allen had fine Billlty B.,
3 2 3 Daggett first; eyelet
centerpiece,
displays of canned fruit, that of Lela Bragdon,
4 4 4 Flora M. Smith first and
second;
Oldest Flower Is the Rose.
Miss Vining being especially mice Time: 2.281/4; 2.30; 2.31 %.
eyel'et lumdh cloth, Mrs. Frank Hor
Staggered the Witness.
The rose is the oldest flower of
“ Now tell us,” sternly demanded the looking. Both the last named lad The third heat of the special race eyseck first; outline work, Mrs. F.
which there is any record. So great
but was then, called and it was
soon G McKenzie first, Mrs. W. B. Hoyt
Is the antiquity of the rose that all young legal luminary whose brow ies had pickles on exhibition,
account of its origin has been lost. overhung like the back of a snapping they were not entitled to a prem seen that Prince Alfondly would hold second; braiding, Mrs. Carre III Rus
were not
enough the place hie had won in, the second sell first), Mrs. E. B. Han scorn second
In Egypt the rose is depicted on a turtle, addressing the cowering wit ium, as there
They were certainly heat.
number of monuments believed to ness, “ what was the weather, if any, varieties.
He came under the wire a
upon the afternoon in question?”
tempting looking.
date from 3,000 to 3,500 B. C.
fu)ll length1 of Odd Fellow.
(Continued on page fiv e )

PROGRAM FOR
SUNDAY EVENING

Good Speakers Will Be Present
and Talk On Greater Efficiency
In Christian Work.
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FAIR CLOSES
A SUCCESS
Races Thursday Afternoon Interesting, Including the Ladies’ Race
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I want to add a word about tlhe
Never will I see a moon
I have said that there are 20,000 era,, while I carried the m ost moder tains.
gun I used--a Rr/oiington .35 auto
light
night
upon
the
snow
but
that
gun
on
the
market—a
Remington
.35
elk in the “ Hole,” but I do not mean
scene will .come back to mind, and I miatic; I have used many guns for
to give you tlie idea that this is a automatic.
all
will!
hear again the whistling o f the all distance shooting and at
The
elk
were
feeding
quietly,
and
government park where they line up
kinds of game, but 1 have nev-er yet
the elk before breakfast to be shot we drew close enough to see, with, antlered monarchs.
(By Osiear D. Ward.)
from your bunk.
Far from it! The the aid of the glasses, that there-r On the next morning, Sunday, we seen a gun that will carry as this
valley, or “ Hole,” is covered with a was not a single good head in the were out before breakfast and off for one; and every time, at the first hit,
The elk were right in our the game fell, and I did not have
good growth of grass,
while the whole herd, and it was with great a bunt.
camp
that
Worming, and we bad not to shoot it two or three times to
regret
that
I
refrained
from
trying
mountains
are
heavily
timbered,
and
Bill Nye said of Marc Anthony that
other my hand on a second-rate head, for gone three hundred yards before we kill it.
“ hie owed miuclh, of his success
to |or the most part devoid of
in
bis judgement in selecting his par vegetation; and it is for this rea we didn’t know at the time how met th e m ., W e were walking
Leek was sure the open, but tbey did not seem to
such thick they were.
ents,’ ' and I can attribute my re son that the elk are found in
It is that we would see others, and as t i e pay much attention to us. I want
cent success in elk-hunting to
the vast numbers in the valley.
T H E P R O N G -H O R N E D A N T E L O P E
same kind of judgement, both as to here that they come from their sum-1 Wyoming Law ailllowis but two bulls ed a good bead, so we took our time.
mer range, aaid from the Teton game and since I wanted good specimens Just as we were passing through a
my selection of guide and country.
little clum-p o f pines I saw a glee
by lie at length persuaded me to wait.
The guide was S. N. Leek of Jack- reserve, and I have seen them
bull within forty yards of me.
I C anada M aking E ffo rts to Check Its
This
was
my
first
view
of
these
the
hundred
and
by
the
thousand.
son, and the country, “ Jackson’s
exhilarate called to Leek, but he did not hear,
Hole,” Wyoming, surely the best elk Still, in spite of their great num wonderful animals, and
Disappearance— T h ree Parks
again for
the by the mountain air and tb-e anxiety and I did not dare call
country in the whole world—a true ber, the hunting is no picnic,
At that
we
hunted fear of arousing the bull.
“eld-Hand.”
There are
something deep snow covering the fallen trees to secure a “head,”
Secured.
with, very second be looked towards me,
Like 20,000 -elk in the “ Hole,” which and brush, making the going rather -with great eagerness, though
and,
believe
m-e,
be
wa-s
sdme
sur
care, and it was not more than three
is a pretty little vailley abbut fifty difficult.
When I was first told of this won or four hours later that we discover prised to see m-e there—more so than
miles long and twenty wide, cuddled
In this, as 1 bad been to see him, and be jump
The rescue and perpetuation of
between the ranges of the
Teton derful elk country in Jackson’s Hole ed another small herd.
I fired in great the rapidly disappearing prong-hom
in
the
first,
there
was
not
a good ed immediately.
I
was
prone
to
discount
the
stories
Mountains.
The summit of these
ranges is neaiUfy 14,000 feet, at this about 90 per cent, for I bad hunted head, and again- I had to paisis them haste, but the ball went wild- pas-j ed antelope is to be undertaken by
years by without firing, and with just as sing thiro-ugh one of his antlers. He the Canadian Government. T o this
season snow-capped and
desolate. in Montana for elk for two
stopped at the shot, -either in sur end it enlisted the services of KmThis little ¡valley is one of the »ad previously Without any luck, and I much reluctance as before.
prise
or curiosity, and before be had est Thompson Seton, the naturalist
Late
on
that
same
afternoon,
on
couldn’t
convince
myself
that
there
examples of hunters1’ carelessness,
all too frequent; and the marred for could be such an abundance of game our way in to eafcnp after a hard day time to recover himself I fired again, |and Maxwell Graham, chief of the
of toiling til-rough the snow, we saw this bullet entering bis left side be-j Zoological division at Ottawa,
who
ests, the charred and
blackened anywhere.
This doubt was stronger in my a little herd of black-tail de-er sev hind the shoulder, and laying him ; hav-e outlined a scheme which prom
stumps of fallen pines and quaking
This wa-s my first ises success.
This proposes the es
aspens, present a lamentable scene— mind than ever when we pitched our eral hundred yards back down the out for keeps.
There was one fin-e buck ana finest head—a seven-pointer— j tablishment of three fenced
parks
trees that would take a half century tents immediately upon our arrival mountain.
for antelope in different parts
of
to replace destroyed in a single day late that dismal Monday from
the in the herd, almost completely eiu- and with a fine mane.
W e put in th-e rest of that -day their favorite range, on areas
not
because of one man’s carelesness!
Lovejoy ranch, with all of us tired,, rounded by seven or eight does. We
W e had
come approached to within about 250 yards following up the herd., and though desirable for agriculture and in re
Our party consisted of Mr. Leek, cold and hungry.
and in fear of startling these rest we were several times close enough gions that still contain wild ante
through
a
good
portion
o
f
the
valley
guide, Fred Lovejoy, cook, and the
on less creatures, I stopped and fired to examine them at our ease with-! lope.
authorMr. Leek is considered the hut hadn’t seen any elk signs
The first shot brought out glasses, yet we could not discov
best guide in the State of Wyoming, coming in, which was due, doubtless, from there.
The first step was to outline the
and my stomach is more than will to the very heavy fall of snow. We nothing but an echo, and I quick'll er any that possessed good heads an ! ancient and present range of the
ing to put up “expert testimony” on threw up our tents in a hurry and fired again, and again the same re “we had to at length give over the| antelope, then to ascertain the prob
I was hugely disgusted, and chase for that day an-d return
to)
lost no time in preparing some sup sult.
the culinary skill of Lovejoy.
The
com
offered my gun to the guide to try a camp, bringing the head and meat able number at large.
per,
which
was
a
good
treat
to
our
W e began our journey from Leek’s
bined evidence of many game ward
with
us.
shot;
but
lie
refused,
saying
tliajt
he
Nor did
ranch at JacksOn, and /made a trip, badly neglected ¡stomachs.
rouldn’t do any killing.
I fired a
W e had elk and venison both fo j ens and mounted police shows that
riding and walking, thirty-five miles wo tarry long after supper, but made
third
shot
then,
and
this
time
I
had
supper
that night, and “ Kansas elk' j there are yet between one thousand,
across the mountains to
Lovejoy’s almost straight to our sleeping hags
the pleasure of feeling a “b it,” and (bacon), cabbage, and, oh,, for
the and fifteen hundred antelope still at
ranch, our half-way station, on the and to sleep.
large in the Canadian Northwest.
seeing
the
buck
pitcth
forward
on
his
zest
that
we
devoured
everything
When we awoke on the next morn
Gro® Ventre River, arriving on Sun
knees— dead.
It was not an easy set before us!
It seemed that our
Prior to the hard winter of 1906
day evening, October 5.
On
the ing it was still snowing so heavily
We sat and 1907* there were at least
ten
camp. distance, and there was some risk cf stomachs never would fill.
following morning we were off for that we could not stir from
hatting a doe.
around
later
that
night
planning
for
times
as
many;
but
that
long,
fierce
This
continued
for
two
more
days,
an early start to our
permanent
After drawing the deer and loading the next day and swapping yarnsJ speLl of frost and deep snow killed
camp.
Snow fell ail through the penning us in our tents and renderin
him,
we fchoved towards camp again but sleepiness finally overcame us, them o ff by thousands. In the spring
night, and by the time we got start the game possibilities more dubious
were
I was feeling much better, in spite cf and we turned in for another night when the starving remnants
ed it had reached the proportions than ever.
of that wonderful sleep which fol-j making their way north over the
of a storm.
W e had thirty males to
On the third day,, Wednesday, Oct my weariness", for I had a very good
those frozen Saskatchewan, the rotten ice
We saw one more herd lows a day o f tramping in
make, and the snow fell the whole ober 8, with the weather cleared and •little head.
rare
airs.
of
elk
before
finally
coming
in—our
gave way, according to one ranch
day.
By nightfall we reached our calm, and the air fresher tban any
On the next morning we wer-e up man. and over five hundred were
camping grounds on Slate Creek near sea breeze that ever Mew,
and third of the day—and in this herd
W e enguLfied on one occasion as
be
Mount Lydia and Coal Ridge, at an the snow piled in careless fashion there was one bull that had once and gone in the wee hours.
afternoon watched them from the bank.
elevation of about 10,000 feet, and at over everything, there was certainly been a splendid specimen; but who hunted until late in the
the northeast side of the
“ Hole. a fine outlook for game, and Leek had one antler knocked off. He was before we found the trail of a herd,
Seton Graham, acting for the Dam
Tliere were still several thousand took the glasses and went out on a the only one that was above the or- and had worked around almost to ir ion Government, set out on the
feet of mountain above us, but I had little peak near camp to sight. He dinary,, and we left them unmolest our own camp, when Lovejoy came 9tli of May to select the lands need
running out to us and said that hie
put ujp money for the privilege of soon located a herd of elk, and we ed.
ed.
Three parks have been se
After this first day of success we had seen a large herd up towards ft
hunting big game, and not for hill saddled in a jiffy and started after
cured, one in each o f the prairie
north
side
from
camp,
so
we
started
I
week
climbing exhibition Si, and this
was them.
Leek was armed with a pair: then put in the rest of the
XJ-sing the glasses w - provinces,, Alberta, Saskatchewan and
high enough for me. •
of glasses and a long-distance cam without seeing another elk, though up that way.
Manitoba.
On the two former the
located
a
fine
bull
in a herd
r
we hunted- every day from dawn to
All the
dark.
Saturday of tha-t week broke more than 1,500 yards away, and in wild antelope still range.
conditions,
climatic,
topographic
and
a beautiful sunny day, the glare of about the same place where 1 had
the sun on the snow making a bil killed the first bull th-e day before. botanic, have been pronounced per
Each park will be about 36
lion reflections, and rendering it al We worked around a -llittle knoll, and fect.
Fencing
most impossible for the eye to look finally go-t up to within about 225 square miles i-n extent.
was
begun
this
summer;
it
will be
There was a splendid
upon.
That -night was cold and yards of him.
aim-erl horse-high, bull-strong and coyoteclear, and when tb-e moon came
up oha-nge from there, and I
A competent warden w ill lie
At the same instant with proof.
over the mountains and slhone down and fired.
into the valley, and upon the whit the gun-crack the bull plunged for ir charge and in residence in each.
ened trees and silver mountains, j ward and fell', and when we reached As soon as the snow comes, a care
ful drive will! be organized to stock
presented a scene that was splendi him he was stone dead.
in its ghostliness. A13 was
silen
W e remained in the camp
for, the fenced ranges.— Lewiston Sun.
save for the howling of some strag nearly two weeks after I had killed
gier wolf or th-e barking of a 'lion, my limit, watching the actions of
coyote.
When the moon wa-s clos the elk at closer range than
ever.
M APS OF M A IN E
est the elk came down into th-e val Th-ere were several alkali basins in
ley, with the lowing of the motherr, the valley, and to these tire elk came
RESORTS A N D ROADS
and th-e whistling of the bulls, and for miles around, in Mind reds, to ld.dk
They came in
I their crashing through the wood® like the mud and water.
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
some invading army upon a peaceful1 such numbers that the grass
rwar for maps of the fishing regions of tb<
scene. T hey passed between us and worn bare frr a -hundred yards arcurd state, etc. We can furnish the follow
the moon, upon the summit of a them, and paths led out in every di ing maps:
| ,5(
snow-crested ridge, fcnjarching singly |recti on..
Many and many a time Franklin County
Somerset
County
[y,
as their wont, and presenting a pic were we royalily entertained by the Oxford County
^
ture that was a® wonderful as it was battles they fought for a place at the Piscataquis County
*5<
unreal.
W e sat up outside o’ basins* their antlers crashing in the Aroostook County
5(
5(
tents and watched them until
the fight till you could hear them for a Washington County
1.0<
moon went down behind the mour- half mile.
So intent were they up-j Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
----- -...
- on their licking that we could , r e  R. R. map of Maine
proach almost to within thirty yards Androscoggin County
.31
’3<
of them, and I could have killed 200 Cumberland County
Hancock County
as easily as I killed the two.
Kennebec County
,31
W e wanted to get a bear, an-d did Knox County
’ 31
i considerable hunting for “ signs,” but Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties .31
, 5(
j all to no avail.
The snows were Penobscot County
early this year and on account of the Waldo County
York County
|fact that there were no pinon nuts,
they were all haled up when we got
J. W B R A C K E T T CO.,
there.

A HUNT IN ELKLAND

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor

mation about Camps, Hotels
and recreation
Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips
Maine

Phillips

W EBBER’S
A L A S K A JACKET
Absolutely necessary on a hunting; trip
if health is valued. Can be adjusted to
suit temperature. Dead Grass or Oxford
Grey best colors. Scarlet for deer hun ting.
Sold in sporting goods and clothing stores
generally. A sk to see it. If nesessary send
us the price. $5, and your chest m easure
ment and we will send you a jacket, all
charges prepaid. Return it at our expense
and get your m oney back if you wish. Our
booklet, “ The Need, The Make. The Price.”
tells all about it.
A postcard will get it.
Address

Geo. F. Webber,
M AN U FACTU R ER

414-416-418 Gratiot A v e.,
Detroit, Mich.

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

0. W. l’ICKKI,,
TAXIDERMIST

R A N G È L E y *1118’

J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
Phillips, Me.

Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
Dealer in Sporting

Ed G rant, Reaver Pond Camps
New reading matter, interesting.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected and the pepuiar demand was i
m « T ®1 , ?r * »econd edition that we published
■n enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
mail (postpaid| at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

.

Goods.

Fiehing

Tackte,

Bn<* Souvenirs.

“Monmouth
iMoccasinx”
They are made for

Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbernves
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. (¿ETCH
ELL
CO.,Main*
.
.
.

Monmouth,
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Coleman of Morse of Staokbridge, Mass.,
and
Hingham, Mass., and friends,
Mr. Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Cusilumian and son
and Mrs. Thorndike H. Wh item-ore Lester D. Cushman
of
Medford,
of Newton, Mass., are here for a two Maisis., who for a (month Lave been at
weeks’ stay.
Their guides are Er Middle Dam.
nest Grant and Otis Mason and 16
John Trask of Dixfield Las been
partridge they have brought in
to
here
for a few days’ fishing
and
date.
more than 20 good fish he caught,
Dr. and Mrs. Horace P. Stevens cf but only a 4-pound salmon did he
Cambridge, Mass.,, are to remain her kill.
for a two weeks' stay.
S. Simonson of NeHv York, who has
Fred M. Ambrose of New
York
You can’t expect the chopped-up tobacco that comes
ibeen for a month, at The Barker,,
has
closed
his
camp
and
returned
I
in packages to be fresh, because it has been chopped up
spent the week here on his return*,
home this morning.
(Special Correspondence.)
too long a time. M ost of the natural moisture and flavor
but caught none over 3 pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Greenia and
escapes from the small particles o f tobacco before they
Upper Dam, Sept. 26.—The warn son, who came in May left for their
There is not an hour in the day,
are put in the package. By the time you smoke them,
days are past and now the cool day home in New York Friday.
Mr, but what trout and salmon, big and
have come, for the thermometer thi Greenia has greatly
they are so dry that they bum fast and bite your tongue.
improved in ‘.mall are caught from the wharf.
morning tciid that it was but
4 health this summer and they have
Capt. Barker is having improve
A ll the flavor and fragrance of the tobacco is pressed degrees above the zero weather tha
enjoyed life here so much they hope ments made here.
The winter hous >
into the Sickle Plug and held there by nature’s own
will soon be here and the snow cov to return next year.
„
has
been
painted,
a
new cellar dug
covering— the natural leaf wrapper. W h en you whittle ering the ground.
The
water i
Geo. B. Bearce of Lewiston, with and cemented u der the
“ White
still
rushing
over
the
darn
and
th
a pipeful off the plug you get fresh tobacco — slowhis friend, Mr. Spinney of Denver Camp” and there is talk of. moving
lake will soon be lowered to
th
burning, coo/-smoking, rich and sweet.
Col., is at Beaver Poind Camps where the store back by the winter Louse.
original shore.
The huge pine tre
tviGi Chester Swentt guide, they are To-morrow the crew are going
to
You don*t pay for a package—d onyt waste any tobacco—
stumps of years ago can now b
enjoying a stay of several weeks.
move from the siu|mimer house into
and get more tobacco for your money. Buy some Sickle at your
seen here and there, for the wa,te
Mrs. J. Parker Whitney of New winter quarters
dealer’s today. Y ou ’ll find the Sickle w ay is the only way to get
lias already gone down ten feet an
a satisfying smoke.
The flag is again flying from the
the boat cannot come into the whar York is still at Camtp Whitney.
The little steamboat Dorothy B. little schoo l house above the railroad
by the dam, but has to make a land
Miss Eva Farrell of Bethel
ing on the shore at the head of th will run to Bernis every morning and track.
channel about half way to Black night to take the mail and passeng is the teacher for the winter term,
Point Camps.
When we
realize ers until the loth of October, after that commenced on Monday.
that but for the Union Water Power which there will be only mail twice
Cummings’ Mill is running on full
Company, who have control of the a week, each Tuesday and Friday time and hundreds of cords of white
water in these lakes, thousands o until next May.
birch wood wilUl be out into dowels
The big woodbox Mi the office tha and shipped from this station dur
spindles in the big cotton mills in
Lewiston and the lumber mills in holds half a cord of wood will have ing the winter.
Berlin, N. H., would now be
shut to. be filled once a day during these
Not many weeks more before the
down and hundreds of persons idle cold fall days, while the office is
lake
will be frozen over.
Ve are glad that the water is thus open and sportsman and guide sit a
controlled and used to benefit
so round the huge open fire to
smoke
The boats will run until October
many of our people.
the friendly pipe, exchange
their 1, after that the Florence wild be
The west camp is closed and near day’s hunting experience and play a taken from the water and the Frye,
But later when the only now and then will make a trip
ly all of the happy
company cf game of 500.
day it was of the size of five
six baseballs all rolled into one. It| guests have separated., leaving fo snow comes and the lake freezes up the lake., as The Birches closes
suggests in shape a large batch
of their homes in different states for over even the office wild be closed, on Thursday.
to but there will always be a warm
“ riz” bread for a sizeable
family, a winter of city life, planning
room in the rear of the house and
only it is in color
much whiter. come back next summer.
When the Bath Tiihies man called to
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Van Dusan had plenty of good things to eat, for Mr. NEW DETOUR BETWEEN FRYEand
see the curiosity he took it to be their auto towed on the scow across and Mrs. Walter Chadfwiok
BURG AND BRIDGTON.
at first sight, a block of purest white the Mooseloo km egu nti c Lake,
t children, Mr. and Mrs. Olias. E.
marble smootlued
into spherical Haines Landing, and with “ Bill” as Grant and son and the usual winter
shape.
To the touch it yields like cute a little dog as ever comes to crew are to remain here, and may
dcugh.
This particular kind
of Maine for the summer, they write only good things and happy days
A new detour around the
state
stormy
puff ball is of the mushroom family, of a wonderful trip through the land come with the cold and
road work now in progress between
winter.
only in appearance when sliced more batik to their New York limine.
Bridgton and Fryeburg was laid out
like an egg plant, but with
the
Jack Frost has been most kind to yesterday by representatives of the
Mir. and Mrs. Stephen H. Palmer
Co. F, 2d Infantry, of Dover led a
interior filled with veins instead of and daughter, Miss L. A. Palmer of leave the large beds and boxes of Maine Automobile Association and
field of 27 rifle teams in the com
seeds and puLp.
It is said to be of Milford, Penn., who came the first scarlet geraniums in all their beauty the new route is- by long cddis the
pany team match at the state shoot
.a delicate and delightful! flavor, the of June., plain to remain until
the and everyone who goes home takes best that has been used this sumin Auburn last week, and, with an
and! method of cooking being to
slice middle of October.
With
Elmer a big bunch of those handsome blos mer around the state road, construc
aggregate of 685, made at 200 __
„ , ... .
, p, ,1-------— -----------tion between the two points. One
300 yards rapid fire and 600
slow 1,1e i>uii
111 tlllckness an a
Woodbury, guide, Mr. Palmer is still soms.
From the piazza one often sees a of the best features about it is that
fire., is not seriously threatened to r!
bread-crumbs _j> r
enjoying, the fashing, but not in the
It appears out
of pool, and now and then comes
in big trout or salmon jump below the for over four miles of its length it
first honors.
The fight for second
111 ')Ut*er
Naval t’lle earth rarely, but when it springs with a partridge, and when the deer white' water, for they know they ar yet help the birds -by
joining the
is between the first division, --------Reserve of Portland, who
Bntetoed!“ » » f <“ <“ •* durlns AuguM ° f season opens no doubt will bring in safe from the fly hook being cas- traverses a complete section of the
September.
It is not the present one of the big bucks that are now for them until another spring.
new state highway.
with 657, and Infantry Headquarters,
intention of the owner to'Lave this so proudly wall'king around the coun
Ended, but not forgotten are th
with a score of 446 at two
stages.
The new route has been
signed
particular puff ball cooked or eaten,
happy days at Upper Dam of tlrie and no difficulty should be exper
try.
The best score is two points lower
[but scientists who Lave seen it, de-1
than that which won for Co. G. of!
Mrs. F. R. Baker of
Rumford summer of 1914.
ienced in following it.
It
takes
iclare that it is very good to eat.
, ,
Bangor in 1913.
...
¡Point,
who
for
a
week
Las
been
en
the
place
of*the
detour
laid
out
by
Miss Morse is not taking any chanc...
.
The tyro re-entry match at 500
tertaining her friend, Mrs. F. H
the association earlier in the sum
remarkable
yards slow fire, postponed
from
on
strange and
Bowles of Boston for her first visi
mer*, through the town of Lowell! and
Tuesday, was shot Wednesday. Cup visitor, however.
Which has become completely worn
to LTpper Dam- this morning
with
winners were H. D. Fowlie and I j
out and almcs impassable as a re
Clayton Sweatt for guide, went t
H. Thompson., both of Co. F Dover.;
sult of the heavy travel it has been
Haines Landing to meet Mr.
and
and Neal Gillis of Co. B, Rumford.
Deputy Forest Commissioner Neil Mrs. E. S. Conrad of Rumford, wh
called upon to carry during the past
The feature of- other
individual) l . Violet resumed his duties Tues-‘ carue by auto, and the party will g
two months. The new detour runs to
reentry matches which were com- ¿ay morning after a vacation of two acro.ss to the Dead River region fo
the south of the state highway while
pleted Thursday, was a string of 19 week's, wbeih he passed at his home a f ew days’ bird shooting.
the original one went to the north.
bullseyes at 300 yards rapid
fire, at Van Buren.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Dougherty
Leaving Bridgton via the new
made by Lieut. AILan O. Dart of the;
of Syracuse, N Y., wthio have been
route, one passes over the
Moose
6th Company, Sanford.
Capt. A. E.
here all the season, left this week
Pond bridge and continues for about
Miss Myrtle Hodgdon, chief clerk
Whitehead of Co. D, Norway,' made
to spend some time at West Branch
three miles beyond, passing over the
17 consecutive hits with a revolver in the office of the Commission of Pond Camps, recently purchased by
(Special Correspondence)
new piece of road which was built
yards Inland Fisheries and Game, recently Lewis Chadrwiek and where far away
on a bobbing target at 25
Continue almost to
Bemis, Sept. 27.—This
morning two years ago.
returned
from
a
week’s
trip
to
Ohesquick fire.
in the wilderness of Maine some 40 when I opened my cabin door and the end of the latter.
Next turn
uncook and Ripoge-nus lakes.
She
people have this season enjoyed looked across the lake I was sur to the left, going south for about two
made the return trip by the way of woods life, good fishing and as the
The next turn is to th-e
prised to see the top of Bemis Moun miles.
Grant farm, the farm of the
Great
deer are daily seen expect
good tain white w ith snow and the white right, going a distance of about one
Northern Paper Co., and Roach river.
hunting.
flakes in the ai.r
A great change mile, where another right hand turn
Anyone who says the big game in, Mrs. F. P. Marble of Lowell, Mass., in the weather from 80 degrees abov is made at a sign Fryeburg.
Fol
Maine is becoming
extinct should ¡who finds this spot a perfect cure the first of the ¡Week to snow this low this latter stretch of road for
talk with Mrs. Stevens or
Villa for jltay fever, with her friend, Mrs. morning.
about a mile and a half to the com
Libby of Lee street,
Miiildnocket. Chas. R. Bowman of Toledo,
Ohio,
There are many reminders of #tbe plete section of th-e state highway at
Mrs. Blaine S. Viles of Augusta, They can put you wise as to where are to-day “ breaking camp” and plan coming winter here at Bepiis, for a point about one half mile -east of
accompanied by several friends, was the call of the wild can be heard, to. go home Monday.
after to-morrow there will be only the covered bridge over the Saco
excursions
One day thiis week Mrs. Palmer
Here turn left 'and follow
in Waterville recently, having made On their berry picking
one train each way a day and the river.
the trip from the Captlal City
by within less than an hour’s walk of; gave a most delightful shore dinner city people and the birds are fast the new -state road into Fryeburg.
the village they have found (moose, and the day was as warm and beauautopnobile.
leaving for their southern
homes.
Traffic from Fryeburg to Bridgton
bear., Indian devils, mountain
lions, |tiful as any in mid-summer,
There are but three more days of should leave Fryeburg via the new
and deer in abundance.
Miss Lucy E. Penney of Bath is
fishing and it seems as if all the state highway, following it for a dis
VF. L. Blinn, proprietor of
ten days of her cousin, people here were trying to catch a tance of about four miles.
On one of their excursions theyIth* S™<*t
in
About
Eagle hotel, Brunswick,
was
upon a large hungry
heart Mrs. Chas. E, Grant and to-day they big fish, but no doubt Miss Jessie
one half mdle east of th-e
covered
Waterville last week to attend the came
busily engaged stripping the apples
making the trip to Mountain McNiel of Lynn, Mas©-, Who not long bridge over the Saco river or to be
dedication of the Elks home.
from cne of the trees in the O'fd View and return.
ago, While trolling here in front of more correct, take the 'first right
Moor’s orchard.
This he did
by The sad news of the death of Mrs. the camps caught a 5-pound, 3-ouince hand road after going through- the
Reuel Soule, son of Aldermian and standing erect and reaching tip with Wallace H. White., Jr., of Lewiston,
trout, will hold the record for this bridge.
Continue on this road for
Mrs. A. N. Soule of Augusta, left
his front paws pulling the
limbs which occurred at her hotme Wedn-es season.
H. L. Welch has the fish about a mile and a half to a corner.
on the Wednesday afternoon express
down.
They hastened to give the day was a great surprise to her man to mount.
Turn left*, follow back, later turning
for Brunswick to resume his studi
where
alarm.
The first one mot was the friends, who met her here,
to the left again and finally coming
During
the
last
week
more
than
at Bowdoin College, the faW term well known hunter, A, Furrow, who she often spent some time with her
train back to the regular State highway
of which begins to-day.
This young took his -rifle and went back, with family.
Mrs. White wa-s a
lady, 100 people have taken the
near the new piece of road
built
man is a grandson of the late R. unerring aim he put 16 shots
while a here on their return home, and daily
in who made many friends
Turn right
and
parties have taken dinner here at two years ago.
W. Soule of Augusta, a former resi
guest
at
Upper
Dam-,
who
extend
Bruin, and after the s^noke
had
continue
over
regular
road
into
the
camp.
dent of Phillips.
cleared away, found he had killed much sympathy to the bereaved,
T ie new detour is
a
Yesterday Mr. and Mrs.
Moses Bridgton.
family.
a fine fat hedgehog.
g-oed country road with the except
Goldsmith
and
family
of
New
York,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace McCormick,
A large puff ball of the* edible
ion of about a mile which is some
who have been employed here this who have been at “ Mylhisana” their
species of fungi; sprang into being
what sandy.
One excellent feature
beautiful
camjp
at
the
head
of
Molwith
Mrs. George F. French of Port- summer are now on a visit
cn the lawn of the estate of
Miss
is the fact that it increases the dis
lyohunkamunk
Lake,
dined
here
Fri
their
people
im
Nova
Scotia.
Jennie Morse on Washington
St., Sand has been chosen as head o f the
half
Dr. and Mrs. J. F. TruDI of Bid- day on their way home; also Mr. tance only about two and a
department.
Rath, one morning laist week, at the Federation Legislation
miles over the regular route which is
and
Mrs.
Geo.
H.
Greenia
and
son
deford
catme
last
night
to
spend
thre
beginning being no larger
than a J, Lewis York, proprietor of York
John1of New York; Mr. and Mrs. E. L. very much less than the other de
football!.
it continued to grow up Camps, Loon Lake is a nephew of weeks at their camp., with
Morse and daughter., Miss
Clara tours previously laid out.
Chadwick, guide.
to the first of this week until Mon- Mrs. French.

WILL REMAIN FOR
THE HUNTING

Nothing Can Keep Fresh After
It Is Cut Up

3 Ounces

10c

^m SSm

Mrs. Baker and Party Make a Trip
To Dead River^ For The
Bird {Shooting

Slice it as
you use

MAINE STATE
RIFLE SHOOT

Dart of Sixth Co. Makes a String
of 19 Bullseyes at 300 Yards
Rapid Fire

FROM 80 DEGREES
ABOVE TO SNOW

Young Lady ¿From] Lynn *Wiil
Probably Hold The Record

ALL AROUND
THE STATE

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,
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is closed to travel while it is being re
Mr. and Mrs. C.has. Adams and comrades,, Stephen Philbricik, Eben
built, a piece of work that few people
Rowe,
Geo.
D.
Huntoon,
G.
D.
Saul Collins are at Franklin,, Me-,
realize the magnitude of. No doubt
Hinkley,
Dexter
Lamb,
Reuben
Ross;
visiting relatives.
Mr. and
Mrs.
the improvement will justify the pres
ISSUED W EEKLY
I
IM
IT O
bouquet
asters,
A.
L.
Oakes
and
Adams are guests of their daughter,
Mrs. Eeverard Wentworth. Mr. Col family; bouquet, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. ent inconvenience when the job is done.
115
lins is visiting with, an uncle. They Hardy; cross and pillow,, Isaac Oakes The ever changing landscape as seen
Phillips, M aine
-----------Mr,, and Mrs. A. L. Robertson, Mr. from the hills as one drives along is
made tire trip by auto.
Rangeley was visited by a genuine and Mrs. Eben Rowe, Mir. and Mrs. wondrously beautiful mountains beyond
L. B. BRACKETT,
There were several mountains until lost in the hazy dis
snowstorm Sunday and
Monday O. R. Rowe;
Business Manager
bouquets
for
which
no cards
could tance, glimpses of the clear waters of
Quite snow storms for the
season
Mrs. the Sandy in.the valley below us and
too.
Large patches are visible on be found; asters, Mr. and
Addison
Young;
flowers.,
Mr.
and the narrow gauge road winding along
OUTING EDITIO N
top of Saddleback.
Quite a change
pages .................................................. $1.00 per year
fbillowing the extremely warm weatb Mrs. Alvin Berry; flowers, Mr,, and its bank. Near the foot of one o f the
LOCAL E D ITIO N
Mr®. Frank Hight; flowers,
Mrs. steepest hills we saw a stranded auto
er of the past week.
12 and 16 p a g e s................................... $1.5C per year
Dean Green; pimksi, Mr. and Mrs. mobile, stopped short like “ Grandfa
(Special Correspondence.)
Miss
Gladys
Rhilltorick
ha®
returned
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
Rangeley, Sept. 29.—From all re home from her summers duties
ait Walter WeiId; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. ther's clock,’ ’ but the patient horse
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
of
jogged serenely by it and came into
Hawkins.
points
the
Baptist
Sunday
school
6 cents extra.
Mingo.
the
West Freeman with flying colors. To
this place is to have one of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pdllsbury, Mr.
Sintered as second class matter. January 21, greatest times in its career
next and Mrs. F. H. Kemtpon, Mrs. Clara
our great relief we met but few auto
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
Sunday, at 10.45 a. m.
Every boy Rector are planning to attend fair
mobiles as we drove along the high
the Act of March 3.1879,
and girl, man and woman of
the at Farmington.
banks, the narrow roads and the steep
different departments, is expected to
winding hills and as we neared Strong
Mr.
Edward
A.
Emery
gave
a
very
ThelMainelWoods thoroughly covers the entire
village, crossing and recrossing the
of Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- assemble promptly to participate in stirring address at both morning and
work evening service of the
railroad until we hardly knew which
air and Outing news, and the Franklin county a “Grand Rally’’ for the fall
Rangeley
The members whio have been absent church. Mr. Emery is a secretary of
cally.
way we were headed. The day foilow
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
during the summer mianlthis will of the Maine Civic League and spoke
ing
being the second day o f the fair we
(Special
Correspondence.)
and game photographs from its readers.
drove over to Phillips and enjoyed
His subject was
When ordering the address o your paper course, be there to enjoy the spec along thece lines.
Kiugfield, Sept. 30.
•fbanged, please give the old as well as new ial sermon and unique program, con very interesting to all
meeting a goodly number of friends,
'who were
H.
Woodcock
was
at home over relatives and old neighbors, the leading
•«Ureas.
sisting of (recitations and
special present.
Owing to the extreme in
songs prepared by the committee in clemency of the weather, the
at Sunday from Sandy River Plantat motive that brings many people to
charge..
Parentis
and
friend
si
are
tendance was much stmaHer tlm ion, where ho Ilia® charge o f a crew these annual gatherings. Out o f doors
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1914
especially invited and all visitors are usual.
Special music was furnished of men working on the state road.
most of all we enjoyed visiting the
Charles S. French; has gone
to
cordially invited to attend. The pro- by Miss P. M. Richardson, Mrs. O.
pens o f the various horses and colts
Hancock, Mass., to visit his dang,hr
To-day October 1, the deer hunt- gram as arranged will be a
treat, R. Rowe and H. 0. Huntoon.
entered for premiums and there were
W. L. Lovejoy. Mrs.
ing season in Maine opens, and you District Superintendent will be pres
The many friends of Geo. C. Keep ter, Mrs.
some handsome animals, but we saw
can Shoot them until December 15.1 ent.
Arrangements have been, made were glad to greet him
the past French has already been there a nothing that Quite equalled a yearling
month and both Mr. and Mrs. French
Moose hunting will be legal
only Iwhereby tiny tots will be well cared week.
Percheron exhibited by Nathaniel Will
through November.
It is thought for in the ladies' parlor by compet
Mrs. F. B. Colby delightfully en will refaiain for a month more.
ard o f Strong. A truly magnificent
Ed Lovejoy of Hancock,.
Mass.,
the bird shooting season will
be ent attendants* during the preaching tertained a few friends
Saturday
specimen o f horse flesh, black, sleek
unusually good this year as
they service,, so that no one need stay at afternoon.
Russian tea and light who has been visiting relatives here and glossy, handsomely built and al
are reported very plentiful.
The home on this account. All are very refreshments were served.
The and in Salem for several days re though only a year old the last o f May,
open time on these runs from Sep enthusiastic over the event and it ladies enjoyed a pleasant time over turned home Friday.
Adilow little son of Pauli
Dube weighing it was estimated at least 1100
is hoped that it may be even, larger the tea cups.
tember 15, to Deeejmiber 1.
died Saturday afternoon September and such a gentle creature, eager to be
than last year.
-Mis® Estelle Hamden
was the
brief petted. The sire and dam full blooded
Miss Gladys Pratt returned to her guest of honor at a birthday supper 26, of pneumonia following a
M E T H O D IS T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H
H e was five years
and western Percherons, weighing the pair
home in Andover Tuesday morning Monday evening, the event being her illness.
b500 pounds. It is needless to say that
four
months
old.
Funeral
services
after visiting her aunt, Mrs..
Mar 10th birthday..
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Miss Bstelile
re
Burial
took the colt wore the blue ribbon.
Sunday, October 4—Morning wor-| garet Pratt
ceived a handsome gold chain
and were held Tuesday.
We were also much interested in the
place
at
Madison.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fall of Oquo- locket, the gift of her sisters.
ship 10.45.
Sermon, “ The
White
displays in the hall. Such beautiful
Rev,
Anna
P.
Bailey
was
called
to
ssoe,
who
have
been
recent
guests
Man’s Burden.”
Sunday stchool 12.
Charlie Pinkham of Phillips- passed
cut flowers and potted plants, filling
Junior League 3.
Epworth League of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Murphy left through town Monday en route
for Stratton Wednesday, September 23 the hall with their fragrance. We
to
officiate
at
the
funeral
of
Mrs.
Monday
morning
for
Rumford
Fails,
EuiStig
with
an
automobile
party,
7.
Subject, “ A Song of Companion
noted masses of sweet peas, pansies,
and Ann Hutchins mother o f F. B. Hut
ships.”
Leader,. Agnes Ross. Pray to visit with Mrs. Fall's parents. . j M r _ a n t l M(ra. Rubie w i ib,ur
chrysanthemums, phlox, fuchsias and
chins
o
f
this
place,
and
one
o
f
the
er and praise service 7.30.
Mrs. Clara Rector, who has been f axtLiily and Roger Mathieson
left
other less common but not less beauti
Thursday, Oct. 8—Mid week pray employed at the Barker has return- ]yjon!(jay morning in their Ford ma- best beloved residents of Stratton.
ful flowers and there were bread and
The
services
were
held
from
the
ed
hiom-e.
er meeting 7.30.
chine to attend Farmington fair.
cakes
that made one hungry to look at
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar W- Riddle of
Mrs. C, H. Neal and son
Max Congregational church. Mrs. Hutch and such jars o f canned fruit; these
ins
was
80
years
of
age.
Monso-n
are
guests
of
their
son,
H.
FEDERATED CHURCH
well and Mrs. Josephine
Marshal,!!
C. Riddle.
Tilney imad,e the trip by were guests of Mrs. James Mathie A meeting o f the W. G. T. U. will surely boomed the culinary skill of the
Melvin Sherburne Huitchinsl; pas automobile.
be held Thursday, October 1,
at women o f Maine as much as the great
son at Indian Rock Saturday.
variety o f apples, pesrs, plums and
tor.
the
vestry
of
the
church
with
the
Mrs. Syilvader Hinkley spent tin
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish are
other fruits and vegetables boomed
Calendar for week ending October week end with her sisters
annual election of officers.
at spending a few days at Kennebago.
10.
Miss Muriel Winter seems to
be Maine. One collection in particular
Phillips.
attracted our attention.
We noted
Sunday, October 4: 10.45—.Morning
gaining
after
her
long
illness.
Miss Annie Jones of Auburn was
S T A N S L O W O A K ES
worship. Sermon, “ Prayer and the a recent guest of her niece,
Norman and Lucien,. little sons of that the word “ Willard’ ’ on a green
Miss
Walr.”
12..10—Bun,day school. Even Beatrice Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Tufts were both background above the collection, was
Mr. Stan&low Oakes whose passing
made of crab apples. There were 115
ing service 7.30, subject, “ Efficiency”
Mrs. Cornelius Richardson and the was mentioned in ouir ‘last issue was sick the first of the week.
conducted by Rev. R. H. Clapp and young child of Mr. and Mrs. CarMr. J. Laurence Cudworth of Lyun- different specimens in the collection, 17
bom at Madrid, M e ,
Jamuray 9,
Principal W. G. Mallett of Farming- roll Iiewey,, who have been ill are
field Center, Mass., who is in the varieties of beans and a mammoth
1839.
The
greater
part
o f his life
ton and Mr. Willard S. Bass
of on the mending band; Miss Tlialie
employ o f Mr. F. J. D. Barajum suc pumpkin that would supply an ordinary
Monday, October 5„ at 7.30 month Hoar, Mrs. P. L. Tracy and Miss Vel however, he was a resident of Dallas ceeded on Monday, September 28, in family with pies all winter. We saw a
Plantation.
In 1860 he was married
ly business meeting of the church.
ma Tomlinson are reported on the to Roxanna Moore whose death took capturing a black bear, three hund curiosity in the shape o f two good sized
Wijton.
*
red pounds in weight, two
miles apples in a small necked bottle. This
sick list.
¡place in 1884. There are nine sur
Thursday, October 8: 7.30—Prayer
from their surbjmer home in King- was exhibited by Leard Keef of Phil
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Herrick
and viving children by this union,
(w?ho
meeting.
It is considered one of lips. There were so many things we
Master Richard have been ait camp now mourn the loss of a kind
in field, Me.
the largest and handsomest caught were going mentón but we were not
recently.
Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts and dulgent father.
in this vicinity for years.
asked to report the fair and the Editor
two sons were their
guests the
Not only ito hi® family but to all,
Capital Punishment.
Mrs. F. J. D. Bajmjuim and family won’ t give us space so we will desist.
A more humane way of administering past week.
who came in contact with hint
was
Mrs. Melissa Morrill of Madrid- is this spirit ¡manifest, ever ready to returned to their I d o me in Lynntfield
Among the things we saw at West
capital punishment has been discov
Sept. Freeman was that the new cemetery
ered. A well-known scientist, who for keeping house for her brother, G. give a friend or (neighbor a helping Center,, Mass., Wednesday,
30,
Miss Cleary of
Brookline, fence had received a fine coat of paint
some years has been professor of D. Hinkley.
hand or kindly greeting.
He was a
chemistry in the College de Franco,
W. D. Grant was the guest of h'is veteran of the Cival war,, serving in Mass,, who has been visiting them and we were informed that some of the
Paris, has suggested the use of car sister,, Mrs. C. M. Cushman Satur
for a month accompanied them on Thimble Club ladies wielded the brush
the 8-th Maine Regiment.
bonic oxide for the production of death day.
the auto trip.
He is still uursing a broken
thus saving $3.00 or more of the Socie
At the time of has death,
which
for criminals, as employed for the de shoulder, the result of a fall earlier
Manley Pottle of Portland, a form ty’s money.
was caused by a heart attack-. Sep
struction of stray dogs. He states
of
in the season.
Mrs. Sumner Lovejoy expects to
tember 21, he was Hiving with
his- er resident and bmsineis® man
that this is a quiet and painless death,
Monday and leave her house at West Freeman to
Mrs. Albert Carlton and son Don daughter, Mrs. S. M. Learned, with the town was here
and one that does not shock the sensi
ald, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. I. whom h e has made his home for the Tuesday calling on olid friends.
spend the winter in Strong as two of
bilities.
Frank Thompson recently
s/hot her so is are in business there and her
D. Hoar.
Mr. Carfliton will join thei past few yeans.
later upon the concUuaion of lids dut
He is survived by the
following, near his home a blue heron, which daughter, Mrs. Mairs has employment
Up to Broker to Explain.
ies at Kennebago.
ehiidren.:
George, Fred, Frank* Ed measured, six feet from tip to tip there.
While admitting the general useful
The s11earner Oquosaoc, made its and Gilbert Oakes* Mrs.
Everybody is very busy getting their
ness of the genus “ flapper” as corres
Ganeva of the wings..
Miss Bessie Simmons is expected sweet corn to the factory. It has been
pondence clerks a London broker tells last trip on the lake for the season Dunham,, Mrs.. Will [iuntoon,
Mrs.
Ca.pt. and Mrs-. Masher Sidney Harden and Mrs. S..
*>f a terrible happening, caused by his Saturday.
M. home from WetLd this week for a few a very successful season apparently.
.-signing a letter in a hurry. The letter have returned to: their home in Far- Learned. Funeral services wen** held days’ visit.
Among the smart pickers is Mrs. Er
Dr. E. L. Pennell and family of nest Smith, who on one of our hottest
was duly dispatched, but was speedily imiington and will again resume their at the church, Wednesday p. m.. at
returned by the client with some rath orchestra work.
They were accom 10 o ’clock Rev. H. A. Childss
of Auburn was iiru town the first of the days picked in the afternoon more than
er sarcastic remarks. On looking at panied by Mrs. R . O. Dilll/ and little,
week.
50 bushels of ears. One of our smart
ficiating.
the concluding sentence he found tho Miss Lucille, who will
spend the
The ungathered farm and garden young men is Ehland Webster. We
The
internment
was
in
Evergreen
typist had written, “business here has week in Farmington.
Mr. Dili will eetmetery..
vegetables suffered a hard freeze note that he has built him a fine silo
been on a more moral basis today.” join them after October 1.
among the many improvements seen
The flowers were many and beau Monday night.
Of course what he said was “normal.”
Mrs. Audy Stevens has so far re tiful .allowing the esteem In which
W ill H. Dana, who has been stop about his place.
covered from her recent operation he was held.. Among them were the ping in town for a week made
the
J. P. Savage is coming to his cottage
New Desert Bird.
at Lewiston hospital, as to be able following:
record
automobile
run
from
Lajw
Silk flag, Jas. E. Cush
about once in two weeks where he
The French ofilcers in Algiers are
man Post, G. A. R .; army?
knap rence,, Mass., to this place on Sept.. makes his Headquarters while supply
experimenting with a vehicle for des to return home.
Mrs.
Emeline
Dunham,
wfho
has
Leaving that city at 6.30 a. m ing the neighboring villages with hulled
ert travel. It is a sort of sledge mount
sack, large pillow and cross,
Mr. 20.
ed on six wheels, and equipped with been with Mrs. Ann Toothaker for and Mrs. Geo. Oakes, Mrs. Geneva he arrived in Kingfield at 2.30 p. corn.
to Burnham*. Mr. Edwin Oakos, Mr. and to,, a distance of 205 miles in 7%
a propeller moving in the air, and the past sumkner has returned
Mrs. Ella Dow of Phil Mrs. Frank Oakes, Mr. and
This average railway speed
driven by a 50-horsepower motor. It her home.
Mrs. hour».
Mere Figures.
travels easily over the rolling sand, lips is at Mrs. Toothiaker’s.
was
accomplished
by a Hudson 6-40
Sidney Harden, Mr. and. Mrs. S. M.
Take the number of your living
and it is hoped that by fitting it with
Roadster,
1914
pattern.
Learned, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Hun
brothers. Double the amount. Add
wings it may he able to leap over
toon,
Mr.
Gib
Oakes,
iMr,
and
Mrs
Tired
Mothers.
It’s
hard
work
to
three. Multiply by five. Add the num
obstacles. No scheme for transporta
ber of your living sisters. Multiply
tion seems absurd in these airship take care of children and to cook, Fred Oakes, Mr. and Mrs. Will Port
by ten. Add the number of deaths of
sweep, wash, sew and mend besides. er, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Oakes, Mr.
EAST WILTON.
times.
brothers. Subtract 150 from the re
Tired mothers should take Hood’s and Mrs. Claud Lowell; bouquet, Mr.
sult. The right figure will be the
and
Mrs.
H.
M.
Bemis;
gliadiola®,
Mr
The Universal Language.
Sarsaparilla—it refreshes the blood,
East Wilton, Sent. 28—It should now number of deaths of brothers. The
snapdragon,
The one universal language is not improves the appetite, assures rest and Mrs. E. Dunham;
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Oakes;
pinks, be the loveliest time of the year but middle figure will be the number of
Esperanto, but music.
Everywhere
ful sleep, and helps in many ways.
the same musical score is played. The
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lowell; asters, somehow our maples are not donning living sisters. The left figure will
masters of different countries may
Mr. and Mrs. O. Rowe; purple asters, their most brilliant autumn tints. Is show the number of living brothers.—
Cincinnati Enquirer.
have characteristic national qualities,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bills;alters and it in deference to the blood-red fields of
hut music-lovers everywhere find de
dahlias, Lulu Oakes;
swieat peas, battle beyond the blue ocean that more
rAlive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
light in a composition, it matters not mink,
Quick a t Repartee.
marten and fisher. Will handle above Mr, and Mrs. Ernest Peary
and sombre colors seem appropriate?
from what land or clime the composer named animals at all times of year. Write or
Teacher—“Williams,
after selling
white and yellow chrysan
On one of the hottest days of last
what you have to offer, stating lowest family;
hails. Whether played in Germany or wire
merchandise, where do you put it, on
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write themums* H. E. Pickford;
sweet
week
we
drove
from
this
place
to
West
Italy or France or at home, your favor me for prices and information before buying.
the debit side or the credit side?”
M. F. STEVENS,
pea®, Mr,, and Mrs. G. M.
Esty; Freeman more than 20 miles over the Williams (after a half
ite music sounds the same.—Leslie’s
second’s
Dover, Maine
sweet peas, Harry Oakes;
asters, hills from Fairbanks, as the river road thought)—“ You put it on the truck.”
Tel. 64.16
Weekly.

M A IN E W O O D S GREATEST TIME
f AREER

J. W . B rackett Co.

I

1IN

Snow Storm Follows Extreme Hot
Weather. Mount Saddleback
Whitened

MAKES A RECORD
FROM LAWRENCE

FOXES WANTED

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED

F A IR

One e«nt » word in advance.
No headline or
other display. Subject* in a. b. c. order

FOB SALE—Summer cottages
and
lots in Blanchard, Maine. Good fishlug and hunting. Fine scenery. F.
G. Hayden, Brighton, Maine.
Tel
ephone connection.
FOR SALE— Edlßon Dictating
çfciue. In first Clase condition.
qal/re at Maine Wood« office.

mar
Ln-

FOR SALE—Village
stands
for
tale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
gorrison.

FOR SALE— I sail ooono opossum and
bud dogs, Mississippi pit gaines,
large Indian games, game ducks,
buy and sell' jminks, coons, opossum,
skunk, fox, squirrels and
prairie
chickens, and all live animals of any
cote wanted.
I sell traps to catch,
these aniamls alive with.
Walter
Odom, Durcuit, Wis., Box 208.
TO

LET

TO LET—Tenement to let, with bath.
and stable* furnished if required. C
W. Miner, Phillips, Maine.
M IS C E L L A N E O U S

ONE HUNDRED dollars reward for
information of the thief who broke
into Camp Whitney on
Richardson
Lake this spring.
Apply to
Mr.
William J. Downing, 47
Esmond
street, Dorchester, Mass.
LOST—On road between Strong and
Farmington, Friday night, September
18, pigskin automobile lunch
case.
Finder will receive suitable reward
bv returning same to R. E. Cleaves,
R. F. D. 3., Phillips, Maine.
IDST—On Sept. 22, plush
robe
>n road f r o m Phillips to Strong,
lorth side of river.
Finder please
Lotify Maine Woods office.

excursion to Boston
flonday, October 5th,
iood to return up to and inluding October 12th.
itrong, $6.60, Salem, $7.00
[ingfield, $7.35, Bigelow,
18.15, Phillips, $7 00, Ran(elev, $8.50,

?. N. BEAL, Gen. Man.
F ault I t

M an’s.

Nature does nothing without a pur*
lose. When she endowed the rabbit
rtth a gift of collectivism, a bent to
ward conspiracy and stratagem, it was
i hint to man to come to terms with
he rabbit and turn its powers to acsount. It is man’s own fault when
he rabbit develops militant tenden
cies and employs its peculiar talents
n work him embarrassment.

The

W akeful Bostonian.

That Boston professor who declares
deep to be an illusion has doubtless
5een lodging next to a good supply of
;anned music and cat fights.—Hous
ton Chronicle.

r

FOR

GUNS A N D
FISH-RODS
William F . N y e is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and N Y O I L
is the best oil he has ever made.
N Y O IL
HAS

NO E Q U AL.

Beware of scented mixtures called
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to-buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
W M . F. N Y E ,
New Bedford, M a n .

CLO SES

A

SUCCESS

(Continued fro tn page one)

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A IN E, O C T O B E R 1, 1914.

IN AND ABOUT
PHILLIPS

Class 43—Plants and flowers. Dis
play cut flowiers, Mrs. R. A. Wil
lard first; vase bouquets, Mrs. B.
F. Beal first, Mrs. R. A. WiliLard sec
ond; pot plants, Mrs. Will Daggett
first and second; pinks, Mrs. R. A.
Willard first; astern, Mrs.
Hattie
Hoyt first; phllox, Mrs. Hattie Hoy
first, Mrs. R. A. Willard second; ver
benas, Mrs. Hattie Hoyt first, Mrs
B. F. Beal second; sweet peas, Mrs.
F Scammam first, Mrs. A. B. Tooth*
aker second; pansies, Mrs. Hattie
Hoyt first, Mrs. R. A. Widjlard sec
ond; dahlias, Mrs. Hattie Hoyt first
snapdragon, Mrs. B. F. Beal
first,
Mrs. Hattie Hoyt second, Mrs. W .
J. Daggett third.
Class 54— Sewing, etc. Hand sew
ing by child under 12, Corimne Dud
ley first; hand sewing by lady over
70, Mrs,. N. H. Haines first; display
ornamental needle work, Miss Mar
tha Wilkinson first; yoke, Mrs. W.
J. Daggett first; fancy apron, Mrs.
Weston Parker first, Mrs. W. J. Dag
gett second;
ribbon case,
Mrs.
Weston Parker first.

Mis® Email,a Timberlake, wiho has
passed the summer in town
with
her aunt, Mis® Luette Timherlake an
at the cottage at Rangeley, return
ed to Portland last Friday.
The buildings of Edgar Stevens,
Berry Mills, were burned to
the
ground last Friday morning.
Mr.
Stevenis built a fire and went to the
ham to do the chore® and when he
returned the kitchen was on fire
and the flames spread so
rapidly
that only a few things were saved.
Mrs. Stevens was away from home
at the time.
The place was known
as the Plummer place. There was
som" insurance.
It is time for the frosts although
the warm weather of the
previous
day® did not indicate its
coming.
The frosts of Sunday and
Monday
nights were quite destructive. There
was not much of the farm
produce
hurt but the growth o f
almost
everything was stopped short. Many
a woman found that the beauty of
her flower garden had disappeared
although some had prepared for i
by covering up their choicest plants
NOTES
*
There were patches of snow on man
of the mountains.
The Phillips cornet band played
Will Whitney, who came to Phil
between the heats. The band de
lips a short time ago in the hope o
serves praise for the excellent music
benefi toting his health, has
beei
they furnished durirg the fair. They
seriously ill the past week.
Hi
never played better.
During
th
brother Edwin and
sister Emm
long wait after the shower they
Whitney came Wednesday and Mrs
played several selections that wer
Lionel Allen of Strong has
been
much appreciated.
with hiun this week.
Ernest Kempton was taken serious
by ill with appendicitis Wednesda
night and accompanied by Dr. E. B
Currier went this morning (Thurs
Many Examples Show It Is Not Ntces*
day) to St. Marie’s hospital in Lew
sary to Go Through Life With a
iston.
He has had symptoms
o
Frowning Brow.
tins trouble but nothing really seri
He was as
James Russell Ixnvell is said to have ous until this time.
th
been of a very fun-loving disposition sisting Edgar Toothaker in
Light-hearted jest and nonsense were store while the regular clerk, Blain
sprinkled plentifully through the long Beal is cut for a vacation, and Mrs
life which was so filled with solid, Kempton is working for Mrs. J. W
hard work and achievement.
Russell.
One day, when walking with a
It was not learned until a few
friend, they passed a large building days ago by their friends in
town
over the door of which was written: that Mr. Ernest Kempton and Mis
“Home for Incurable Children.”
Bertha A. Myers were married o
“Ah,” said Lowell, with a shake of the 17th of this month. Miss Myer
his head, “that is where I shall have to
was for a long time in the family o
be sent one day.”
Everybody knows of the immense E. R. Tcothaker and lias been known
labors of David Livingstone in the in as a most estimable ycung Lady an
Her
hospitable part of Africa and of the has many friends in town.
Mr. Ketmpton
devotion of his noble wife. Does every home is in Kingfield.
High
body know that in the midst of their graduated from the Phillips
lonely life they were often much of school last year and is a resident o
the time as jolly as a pair of school Phillips.
Many friends unite i
boys off on a holiday? To such an ex wishing them a happy and prospeitent did the spirit of mirth preside ous future.
over their counsels and undertakings
Miss Wilhelmine Skofield has been
that sometimes Mr. Livingstone would
ill recently, somewhat thineatene
say to his wife: “ Really, my dear, we
with appendicitis.
ought not to indulge in so many jokes.
At tlie Union church Sunday even
We are getting too old; it is not be
ing in addition to the speakers fron
coming. We must be more staid.”
sped a
Charles Kingsley was always bent out of town there will be
on introducing a3 much frolic and music by a chorus and a solo wil
merrymaking into his family life as be rendered by Mis® Irwin, who wil
possible. He was proud to be able to also sing at the morning service.
say: “I sometimes wonder whether
there is as much laughing done in any
home in England as at our parsonage.”
M A R R IE D .
—Christian Endeavor World.

GREAT MEN OF LIGHT HEART

At The Grand American Handicap
M ARLIN

GUNS

W O N M ORE HONORS A N D M O RE M ONEY TH A N
A N Y OTHER PUMP G U N
from 18
Arie won this event with 194 x 200 targets, from a field of nearly
200 of the leading amateurs of the country. He shoots a No. 28 D Marlin ham
merless, $100.00 grade.
SECOND HIGH IN G. A. H. (tie) —Mr. A. C. Blair, a “ Simon Pure” ama
teur tied for second place in the Grand American Handicap, with 97 x 100, on
ly one bird behind the winner. He shoots a No. 28 T. S. Marlin Hammerless,
$26.00 grade.
225 STRAIGHT THE LONG RUN OF THE TOURNAMENT -Homer Clark
made the best individual record of the sLoot; breaking the entire program of
100 straight on 3 separate days, and also oreaking 225 targets without a miss.
He shoots a Marlin No. 28 T, $43.00.
MANY OTHER SPLENDID SCORES weie made by the many shooters
who have found that the Marlin is the most practical Trap gun, as well as the
safest breech-loading gun built.
WON

THE PATTERSON INTRODUCTORY —the big event,

S ite W h y

Don’t You

Shoot

A

Marlin?

Don’ t you want the gun that throws 225 target smashing patterns without a
miss?—That breaks 194 x 200 from 18 yards?—That breaks 97 x 100 in the big
handicap?
Write to-day for our complete 128 page catalog of all Marlin repeating riflet and shotguns, including the wonderful new 20 guage Marlin hammerless re
peater illustrated above.

The Marlin Firearms Company,
33

Willow Street,

New Haven,

Conn.

from all of the adjoining towns in Island Reds, Ohas. Harris first.
large numbers.
This town turned
In the fair tent the
display of
out en masse.
Kingfield
had a fruit and vegetables was exception
large representation and there were ally good.
Other things
shown,
a good many from Madison, Anson, were canned fruits, jelllies,
fancy
Lexington, Embden, as well as a work and cooked food.
Granviila
number from Strong, Farmington and Lisiherness had delicious ripe straw
Dead River.
The officers of the berries, raspberries,
and
grapes
association estimate the number of picked on the day of the fair from,
persons present to he
over one his garden.
Some of the clusters
thousand.
Seventy-five automobiles showed the green and ripe berries
were counted at one time on
the together.
Jerry Burbank exhibited
grounds and there were several liv a freak potato and peanuts- of vanes
ery autos running all day to each of grown in his garden.
the nearby towns.
The fair awards were: Exhibit of
The park is larger tlian at the Apples.
Hi. P. Jones first, A. S.
old grounds on the other side of the Parsons second, J. S.
Williamson
river, where cattle shows have been third.
Other good exhibitions were
held for more than twenty
years. shown by S, A. Walker, J. W. LoveSeme improvements have been mad 'jjoy, Granville Lisherness, W.
L.
here, more space lias been cleared, Whitten. Vegetable® including po
the locations of the fair tent
and tatoes, squash, carrots, turnips, beets,
the midway have been changed. An etc.g S. R. Knowiles first, W.
'S.
other year they plan to change the Parsons second, A. J'. Millay thirdbaseball diamond to the front
of Special mention to be made of H. A.
the granlstand and to form a per Plummer, Fred Jackson, Arthur Hen
manent fair organization that state derson, Henry Carvilje, H. A. Emery.
Display of pears, W. L.
Whitten
aid may be received.
The midway presented the usual fioist; small frujfc, Granville Lisiher
variety of attractions including al ness first; canned goods, Mrs. A. J.
kinds of games of chance, side Millay first, Mrs. Florence Norton
third;
shows, fruit and
confectionery second, Mrs. Nellie Jackson
stands, dry goods carta, qaiidk Iniuiln cooked food, Laid Holbrook first,
and dinner tents.
The W. S. Par .Mrs. Susie Holhrok second; honey,
sons and H. C. Walkers’ tent serv L, F. Emery first.
ed dinners to 100 people and two
The features of the afternoon were
other smaller tents together fed a- (the horse pulling and
'the ball
HE WOUND UP TH E RIBBON Gorham, N. H., September 23 bout the same number.
game.
The draWi/ng was
better
than
last
year
and
the
entriefa
tot,
The
stock
exhibited
was
good
New Y ork Hotel Guest Found It Led Miss Ella Huntington and Charlie L
the draft horses were Ohas. Pater
Amang
the
chief
exhibitors
were
Kinney,
both
iof
Madrid.
to a Very Much Embarrassed
Fred Jackson, M. C. Walker, S. R. son, Chas. Holbrook*, Wm. Blake, Wm
Young W om an.
B IR T H S .
Knowles, B. M- Pinkhiam.
There Taylor, B. M. Pinkham.
was
a
better
showing
of
poultry
An exciting base ball game
With
A man who could not possibly break
than last year.
W. S.
Parsons, evenly matched teams was
In the middle was sauntering slowly
that
away from the cashier’s window at
Salem, September 25, to Mr. an Chas. Harris and S. R. Knowles ex which was witnessed by a large alnd
a hotel in New York when suddenly he Mrs. Merrill Baker, a son.
hibited several varieties.
enthusiastic crowd
between the
caught sight of something blue lying
The fallowing premiums were a- North New Portland and Kingfield
on the floor. He stooped, but could
warded on stock:
Dairy
herds (teams. The Kingfield.
boys won
not get down far enough. A bellboy
Fred Jackson first; dairy cows, S. with a score of 10 to 6, due to thi0
saw what he was after and picked
P. Taylor first, Fred Jackson
sec superior pitching of Di^k Aulsltiln;
up the end of a piece of narrow rib
ond; stock cows, M. C. Walker first T o Mr. Austin also
belongs tine
bon and gave it to him.
and second; dairy bulls,
Deimont credit of the coaching and infielding.
More than the usual number ol
Norton first, Scott Knowles second; Oliver for the Kingfield team made
chair warmers were sitting in the
Durham heifers, 1 year,
C.. Walk a splendid run and catch with, one
lobby at the time, and soon they and
er first; Durham calves' M. C. Walk hand in the right field. The score
the clerks were watching the stout
er first; matched pair of draft colts, was tied twice, in, the 4th and aman. He fingered the piece of rib
bon in a sort of preoccupied fashion
3 years old, M. C. Walker first; colts gain in the 7ith inning and the game
and soon found that it led down the
4 years old, Adelbert Luce
first, -wasn’t won until the 9th inning
corridor. He d’ i not know it, but at
Warren Morton second; mares and when the Kingfield team made three
the other end was a young woman
colt®, B. M. Pinkhiam first, E. P. runs.
As she walked the ribbon seemed to
Newell second; colts 1 year old, B.
A social dance at
Music hall
grow longer.
(Special to Main« Wooda.)
M. Pinkhiam first*, Warren
Morto North New Portland closed the day’s
Finally the stout man turned and
pound festivities. Music was furnished by
New Portland, Sept. 28—A
coo second; draft horses, 2800
began to roll up the ribbon. Soon he
Wm.
Blake
first,
Wm.
Taylor
sjec , Nuttign’s orchestra of Skowhegan an
noticed where he was being led, and uncomfortable one greeted the Eas
the dancing lasted from 8 (to 12
by the time he reached the elevator day but withal" a not particularly ond, B. M.. Pinkham third.
he was able to offer a handful to the New Portland Free Annual Gattl
Poultry—Geese, S. R. Knowles 1st; o’clock.
Seventy couple took part,
woman who stood there. With a very show and fair, which was held Sat 'ducjks, W. S. Parsons
Irving
red face and a hurried glance down urday, September 26, at the trottin Holbrook second; hens, white Legshe grabbed it, and then the elevator
Scotch Economy.
park ground®, between East
an ilvonivAMrs. Maggie Hall,1 firfrit, S ', R.
door mercifully opened and swallowed
A
Glasgow
merchant wideiy tnown
The crowd did no Knowles second; Bladk Min or kas, for his stinginess, came into his office
her from the gaze of the tittering spec |North villages.
S.
R.
Knowles
first;
bantams,
ClycFe
|
I assemble until about midday iwhe
tators.
one morning and found a young clerk
the weather was warm and pleas Tripjp firsjt; Light Brahmas, H. A. writing a letter in rather a ’
“ hing
Emery first; White Opplngton, Chas. hand. “ My man,” he observed, dinna
ant.
For Nose Bleed.
Without doubt 'the largest nuffnbe Harris first; W. S. Pa,rson|B: second; mak-‘ the tails o’ yer gs and ys quite
Take •common white beans, roast
until a good brown, then grind them of people ever seen at the New Mrs. Beuilah Walker third; Buff Op- B0 long i want the ink to last the
Rhode quarter oot
Portland fair was present, connin pington,, Chas. Harris first;
fine and take as snuff.

LARGE CROWD
ATTENDS FAIR
Horse Pulling, Ball Game, Display
of Vegetables First Class

iff*.
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NEWS FROM
LAKE PARLIN

FOREST

F IR E S

ed their regard for each other. The! T H E A R T OF F L Y F IS H IN G
grateful bird deserted her feathered'
One must credit the very complete
coimipanions as soon as her friend!
of
W ay
system of early telephoning
any
visited lids home, and foiRowed him I
is the Morie M as terly
T he In te llig e n t Friendship Shown fo r as before, and when the young man
serious
outbreak
of
forest
fir-res
in
S till
Angling, though M any
the Maine woods to
massing as
was seized with illness, the
poor|
People By Pets.
Favor. B ait.
many firewardens as possible about
bird became restless and pining as
though she knew something
was
the scenes of greatest danger—it »
wrong.
Guided by some wonderful
to this near-perfect system of fim
I have been reading a little vol instinct, she made her way to Ms
patrol and alarm,
which
stoirt«
Some men fish for fish* and some
ume om “ The Inner Life of Animals” room, a corner of which she had
when Hcji. Edgar F. Ring ol Orono
fish for spent.
Most of us want
(G. Bell Sons).
The editor, Ern occupied during the time he had both, in proper proportions.
Yet
was Land Agent for Maine that this
est Bell, has collected stories with tended her wounds in lids boyhood, the ideal is a difficult one to state To th e E d ito r of Maine Woods:
state owes its cqniparati\el> iniimuofl
the view to their psychological bear and when slue heard his voice
she clearly cr convincingly.
ty from disastrous forest fires not
Take the
Lake Parlin, Sept. 24.—The fol
ing, and many of my readers will be crept under the bed and establish matter of fly fishing.
only during the l)»st summer, hut
How
many
lowing guests
registered at Lake
glad to have it.
Noir will they miss
the summer before last.
J
times have you heard it stated that
ed herself there.
Parian Hou?e for week ending Sept
a word of R. O. P. Paddison’s
in
illy
fishing
is
all
very
well
if
you
are
It
has
been
contended
by
M
a
ti*
Lawson Tait, in dog stories from
18:
J. F. HtLII and wife, Howard F
troduction.
But I am going to tell
interested merely in the fine art of
wild timberiand owners for
som*
Hill, Paul Sharler, Waterviile; Mr
a few of the tales for
their
own the Spectator, says that when a
years past now that considering the
&
LUUCUI C
UV Edinburg
----- o --„ _
student
at
he enjoyed
the the game, but that if you really and Mrs. E. W. Borden, Mr.
and
sake.
risk tliejf are constantly compelled W
friendship of a brown retriever, whojiwant fish you should use bait? asks P,lrs. E. B. Varny, Fall
River
A dog was bereaved of his master, belonged to a fishmonger in Lothian Outing.
All! of us know men
who
assume and carry the burden of tax
Mass.;
A.
C.
Hall,
H.
W.
Hall,
Frank
and afterward became old and blind, street, and who was certainly
ation on the owners of Maine-tUmik
the have fished for years and have the
passing the dark evening of his ex cleverest dog he had ever met with. deepest contempt for fly fishertoen Watson, New York. H. A. Cragie and ers are almost too heavy for a man
wife,
Cbas.
R.
Andrews,
Westbrook;
istence sadly in the same
corner In the morning lie was generally to On the other hand, there are sec
,who is seeking investments to hear. •
Springfield,
which he hardly ever quitted. One be seen seated on the step of the tions of the country in which a man A. I. Lombard, O. G.
And yet every time Maine tiimber
day came a step like that o f his lost fishmonger’s shop door, waiting fo would be ostracized who would take G. W. Smith, Sam Lombard, J. G holdings change hands— whether ■
Waterviile
master, and he suddenly left his some of lias many friends to give a fisli on anything but a fly.
The Thome, H. P. Hayden,
i,s the small holder for the immediate
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
B.
Thome,
Augusta
place.
The man who had just en him, a copper. When he got one Che truth Lies somewhere between.
A
realization of casli, or some fragtered wore ribbed stockings;
the trotted away to a baker’s shop a bait fisherman is not necessarily a Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boston, Gardiner nfents of fid estates, held closely
W. J. Bradbury, S. T. Lawry, C. H
dog had lost 'Ms scent, and referred few doors off and dropped the coin being to be scorned.
Neither i
in family ties for perhaps a full
Holman, Garfield, Maine.
at once to the stockings he remem on the counter.
century every time there is a change
If he dropped the. the man with the fly always an artbered, rubbing his face
against halfpenny on the counter he
Fihisiing is good. Several nice ones of ownership ¡it hie noticed the cask
was I ist.
Furthermore, the honors
of
them.
Believing that his
master contented with one scone hut if lie|t' e creel go not always to the hum- were brought in by S. L. Lawry of valuation of the property increases J
liad returned after
those weary had given a penny he expected tw o1'ble angleworm.
Fairfield.
Nor is it entirely true or n «B
years of absence he gave way to the and would wait for the second after
W e know fly fishermen who cam
true that either half or quarter of|
Partridges
seem
quite
plentiful,
6
most excravagant delight. The man lie had taken tlie first, until he got match creels with anyone if condi
lots
being brought in by Martin Lusoomh, the fam iily holdings in wood
spoke; the momentary illusion was it.
To be sure
are gone or half gone.
Every wintThat he knehv exactly when he tions are propitious.
Messrs.
Brunn
and
Shatlock,
Edward
dispelled; tllie dog wrent sadly back was entitled to one scone only and the worm will often be
effective Fisher and Mr. Geo. A. Clapp and e - there comes to light in Eastern
to his place, lay wearily down and
Perhaps con
Maine in 50 acre lots, or in town
when lie ought to get two, is cer when the fly is not.
John S. Adams.
died.
ditions are reversed at times, though
ships or sections precious old hold
tain,, for he tried Mm often.
not so frequently.
It is really a
And I know of the case of a cat
ings— often from Bangor resddentsAnsley Newman of Buffalo, U. S.
question of spirit and pleasure. Tine
that watched over its mistress, wlio
wliiifCli som e speculator has wheed
A., tells the following: —
worm will! bring in the fsh, but the A “ D IM M E R ” FOR M O TO R L IG H T S led freon its original family ownership
was ill.
Day after day it came
“ W e had stopped at a little inn art is necessarily a crude one as
upstairs, jumped on her bed and
with much certa-iifty of act and re
We were eating, when compared with that of the fly, and
examined the patient,
who g r e w 1for lunch,
cording.
,
.
,
Our feeble local effort to lessen
worse.
The cat gave up hope, be ir. caime a huge St. Bernard dog with pre-eminently of the dry fly. The dif
The craze for buying wild lands of .
‘Hospice St. Barnard engraved on Ms ference is in a way comparable to the glaring lights of automobiles be
came ill and died.
spruce and fir which took Maine
collar.
He begged for something to that between killing your duck on comes merely the reflection of Nat
about the time when Grover Cleve
A friend in Edinburg tells us that eat and got it.
He was sitting by the water with a 1-gauge and pulling ional! action.
The danger and draw land was President, and the Great
a carriage horse owned by Capt. me when the thought flashed through
him down at 30 yards with a
20. backs of the present foolish use of Northern Paper Company was organi
Watson, of Ardow, gave a remarkabl my mind:
I wonder if he knows You may get more ducks with the blinding headlights is being felt all
zed with headquarters at Millinockdislipay of sagacity lately.
The how to shake hands.
Instantly up former, hut you must shoot with the over the country, and the governmen
et, from even before the days of the
horse had been grazing in a field came Ms paw.”
at Washington is moving t o ’ recom Aroostook war, before several
later and shot well.
dowr
for some time, but he managed to
Ernest Ingersolll gives
some in
induced Easters in fine uniform went up aSo with the fly.
Watch an ex mend a general change,
get out and traveled a considerable
stances of animal partnership itha pert casting with the dry fly as he thereto b y .th e Automobile Club of long the old “ Aroostook tote road.’
distance to Dervaig, on the north
are amazing.
The use of motor cars Bangr, Maine, lias been headquarters
lays liis Lure gently on the water America.
west of Mull.
The road passes the
that
the for making uncounted fortunes
Many animals go into partnership in every part of the pool, and you has becom e so general
Hin
village smithy, and the
blacksmith
will
have
a
new
conception
of
the
whole
country
is
involved.
The
with
each
other.
Sometimes
it
is
a
timberland investments, and the rag
was astonished to see the
horse
If you can imitate country roads as well as city streets tag uncontrolled forest fire of the
standing in front of the door holding union of the strong with the weak art o f fishing.
him
you
w
it
know
that every fisli are subject to the danger of the Maine woods lias been the bane of
and
the
benefit,
so
far
as
we
can
liis foreleg up.
He required a new
Perhaps they »re every loyal Maine timber-oruiilser.
shoe, and when tMs was on he^ see, is wholly one-sided, hut often that comes to the creel is the fruit glaring lights.
of your own ski'll.
You have
out more subject to it, for passage
is
Think o f the names which shdine
galloped back to the field he had visible advantage results to both.
left.
Jackals and hyenas, that dog the guessed “ Mr. Fomtinalis” in his own more hazardous on the roads. Journ brightly on the pages o f Maine his
element and you can remember with eys o f hundreds of miles are taken tory!
The names of old
Bangor
H. A. Page teffiLs the
following: j stePs
lions *n order to crack the
sur citize n s; the Btakes, Herseys, Stet
cones
w
n
n
w
i
une
<>nes that got away, constantly, wfhdUe the roads
One day a lad saw a young gosling: hones left from the royal feast, can out
rounding cities for miles at
night sons, Stricklands; the old standbys
he of service onlly rarely as sentihave earned their freedom,
struggling in the grasp of a huge
are alive with motors, each carrying and the new Governors and United
nels; and what return can be made; Springfield Republican.
cat.
It made a vigorous resistance,
the blinding lights and making cor States Senators frefcn Maine.
This is the queer—---------------------------hut by the time the lad came to by the remora?
stantly dangerous every foot of the
Bangor though she is now as noth
ly-striped
“
sucking-fish”
wMch
atW
A
R
N
IN
G
T
O
T
H
E
M
A
N
W
H
O
the rescue it was so severely bitten
way.
It is a tribute to the motor ing as a luumber market, has a very
taclies
itself
by
the
sucker
on
the
that it must have soon become its
L IG H T S A F IR E .
clubs., local and national, that they proud and ancient history—none
antagonist’s victim.
The
youth top of its head to a turtle, or shark,
are taking hold of this danger with prouder In New England.
or
swordfish,
and
is
carried
about
continued his care over it until it
The part which forest fires played
A word of warning to the man who a determination to end it. The De
recovered from its injuries, dressing fre,e for hundreds of miles,
partment of Commerce at Washing in those old annals is known and
lights
a
fire
in
the
woods
is
very
its wounds every day.
During his
The partnership between the shark
ton is experimenting to such good worthy o f lasting study.
For it
attendance oi^ it^a friendship sprang and the pilot-fish, however, seems timely just now, as is the following effect that a bureau director,
Dr. i was to an appreciation o f the real
t}liP
from
Outing:
You
are
going
campup between thejn, and the gosling to be one of mutual service,
— ,
Stratton, has devised a “ dimmer’ ’ value o f Maine timber land that Ban
Have you thought
might be seen Limping after
him little one accepting the protection of|in« tMs autumn.
for the lights, Which will be patent gor owes her present wealth and her
everywhere.
The boy departed for his wonderfull patron and in recom- that an especial obligation is laid n
ed and dedicated to the
public. famous title— “ A city of rich timberschool, and on Ms return home at pense acting as an intelligent o f. you to protect the woods in which you
Meanwhile we do not have to wait owners.”
holiday time was joyfully recognized fleer and guide
Iflnd re9t and 1)lea3are?
Every year Here at home we long ago
dimtmed
Though “ Open Season” on Maim«
by the goose, which showed its jov
,,
,
.
. . .
..
¡scores of forest fires are started by
the lights on the interburban cars. big game animals is about to begin;
as plainly as a dog, and
attached
Mosely give9 most mt(?resting ac‘ campers who neglect to drown out
itself to him as before
count of their scouting for the mast- tlle pooling fjre when tine meal was W e can as easily have motor cars and though the “ attendance of big
j er; and he also mentions the habit-;
The cigarette butt, the pipe use a mask for the lights which will game promises to be as sparing as
remove does the presence o f big timber
He became a man and the gosling: ual attendance in the South seas' aiJlie.S) Ule lighted
match, thrown make a twilight effect and
glare. trees, there is hope for both this
a goo»e, hut neither of them outliv- of a petrel upon the whale.
down carelessly,, may easily be the the danger of the blinding
means of destroying thousands
o f Perhaps after a while we shall be year.
_ J jj
Icllars’ worth of standing timber able to get the help of the authori
Let Maine continue her watchful
and perhaps imperilling human Life. ties in enforcing the law, which de ness over her big game
interests
A pail of water doused on the fire mands that sudh lights be treated so even more than o f old, and let^
will prevent this, and it ds not a as to remove the danger and still Maine conserve her millions of acres
difficult thing to remember or to do. leave a oar lighted as a. warning for in timberlands against the devastat
That is all that is need ing effects of forest filires, and stiU
Nothing is so unsightly as a litter of approach.
W e began wrong.
In Europe
tin cans and other rubbish on an old ed.
make Maine and Bangor, Maine, the
camp site.
Buiry it before
you even steam locomotives do not carry chosen resort of the moose, deer and
leave.
Usually the woods will pro the blazing headlgihts that ours do, bear hunter of the eastern forests.
vide all the firewood you need
in hut simply a small light as a warning. —Bangor Daily News.
lighted
the shape of dead timber
that is Nothing more is needed in
With
ideal for burning.
Therefore spare city streets on motor cars.
the green trees, except for the nec the help of motor clubs everywhere
reach
essary stakes and backlogs. A young! we shall soon, let us hope.,
farmer once proclaimed the startling the sensible stage with reference to
doctrine that the land which he had automobiles.—Indianapolis News.
demand a properly functioning body and
bought was not. his.
He had merely
bought the use nf it, and his obliga iiiiHiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiliHUtmmniiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitMttiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiM a clear-thinking brain. Nothing so
quickly clogs both brain and body as
tion as a good citizen required that
constipation. Irregular bowels induce
he pass it on to the next man
as
¡Catering to "Up State” F o lk s ! sluggishness in mind and muscle.
L igh t, tender, m ou th -m eltin g cake, the
good as, or better then he found it.
A teaspoonful of the famous “ L. F.”
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
This has a wider application than he
Atwood’s Medicine, taken before or af
dreamed.
There
are
few
of
the
ac
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
ter meals, relieves the worst case of
434 Congress St.,
tivities of life on Which it has not
constipation in the shortest time, as
family or a splendid b ig rich one for
a bearing.
| "'PORTLAND, M A IN E J Mr. J. W. Cady’s letter tells:
the birthday party.
| Erected in 1911, 'and positively the only §
National Military Home,
h a n d s o m e s t r in g o f b a s s
Fireproof Hotel in the City
W onderful for pastry, too, and just a9 good
Togus, Maine.
i Elevator
Service, Private and Pu blic |
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
“ I first used “ L. F. ” Atwood’s Med
|
Baths
and
every
convenience
for
the
com
|
A party of Lewiston men returned
1 fo rt o f tmesis inelndintr
icine 40 years ago, when I came from
Goes farther— a help in household economy
recently from a day’s fishing at Ta
the army. It relieves constipation and
I
HOT
AND
COLD
RUNNING
I
coma Lakes.
They brought in a
— because it is milled by a special process
keeps the bowels regular. For dizziness
1
WATER
AND
LOCAL
AND
1
handsome string of bass and one of
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
DISTANCE TELE1 and loss of appetite, it is a superior
: the fishermen declared that some of 1 LONG
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like
PHONE IN EVERY ROOM | remedy. If people would only try it,
|them were caught with a fly.
He
said It had been so warm during the 1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED | they’d be convinced.’ ’
| FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS |
(Signed) J. W. Cady.
last few days that he tried the fly
merely as an experiment.
It
is | American Plan $2.50 p er day, upward | The Big Bottle — ’35 Cents at Your
= European Plan $1,00 per day, upw ard 1
said to he very unusual for bass to S Letters of inquiry regarding rates e t c ., promptly Answered. = Dealer’s
rise to a fly at tills season of the I H. E. THURSTON, R. F. HIMMELE1N. 1
Write Us for FREE Sample Now. .<
c. H . m c k e n z i e t r a d i n g co ., P h i l l i p s , M a i n e .
Proprietors.
§
|year.
“
L.
F.” MEDICINECO., Portland, Me.
TiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiimuMiuiuimumiiiiiimiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii
SO M E T A L E S

OF A N IM A L S

Fishing Good and Partridges Plenti
ful at This Place

HFALTH
and H a p p in e s s

i

Cakes Like This!

I% CHASE HOUSE I

i° se!1 William Tell Flour
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and would undoubtedly have caused really rather, swim 30 miles than useful.
Hemp and sunflower seed, especially valuable.
If you live in.
death on land as well, as medical ex- I would walk it.
other bird seed,, and especially nut- a city Hat or have no time or
opPERT DESCRIBES T H E S P O R T .
aminations have shown.
Weight is very essential, as fat is meats are most attractive to many; portunity to do these things, you can
Greasing tihe body before a long heat. It is a well-known fact, that birds. With bits of broken peanuts! yet nelp the birds by joining
the
immersion is on the wane among ail muscular mien cannot make good dis- you can coax chickadees and nut- Massachusetts
Audubon
society,
Of recent years there has been a sci entitle swimjmers.
The old scho(| tance swimmers, as they cannot en- hatches, to eat out of your hand.1 whose organized work for their proconsiderable revival of long-distance imagined they must literally
cover dure the cold.
Weight is an
im- Very many people are successful in tection has been
effective since’
gyimiyning. and no little Interest in the body with heavy ill-smelling stuff portant factor in crossing or siwim- this, and suet and split
narrow 1896.”
this branch of athletics is
taken, such as automobile or Albany grease, j ming against the different currents bones, refuse meat, all are eagerly
It is among birds that the
most
not only by those who
participate, porpoise oil, etc., in the belief that one will meet with in an
oepn-sea eaten.
interesting examples of partnership
but by a number of enthusiastic fol it not only keeps the body warm, but swim.
in England, it is
claimed
other
“ Many ingenious and useful appli are found—sometimes with
lowers.
Charles B. Durborow,
a acts as a preventive of cramps as that no man under 200 pounds can
animals of
ances have been devised for feed birds, and often with
well-known
long-distance swimmer well.
This is an entirely err one- successfully hope to swim the ohan- ing the birds,—food-tables,
That familiar little
food- another class.
recently contributed an
interesting ous idea, for it clogs the pores, stop- nei.
sticks, food-beds, trollycer and wea company of our winter woods is a
article on his favorite sport to the ping the discharge of poisonous mat
Conditions are undoubtedly
the ther-cock, restaurants,—and the birds mutual aid society, not only enjoy
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
It is ter through the skin,.
Persona My., I most important thing in a big test of enjoy them all.
But they approve ing each other’s colmpanionsihip, but
In part as follow s: —
use plain lard or Gríseo, which
is endurance.
No two days were ever as well a bare spot trampled in the profiting by their varied ways of
The one main thing to become a perfectly harmless, and my chief rea j alike, and no two tides were ever
Birds
snow, though near dwellings it is searching for similar fare.
great long-distance swimmer is t( son for using even this is to prevent the same.
Sailing is such a “ be- well to feed the birds on a raise are friendly creatures as a rule, and
learn to take your time.
Swim as chafing.
The matter cf
nourish j loved sport” because the sailor never platform of some sort,—a board set often nest in companies, not only in
slowly and as easily as you possibly ment during a swim is one
that must finds the
same conditions twice. upon a post if nothing more,—lest rookeries of their owin kind alone,
can. “Take your time” is the gate be left to the swimmer to
decide. Neither does the swimmer.
One
but by various species carrying on
way to all distance honors. By such Once again I am entirely alone in my day the sea is warm and there is a cats find the feeding place a good
their domestic life in close proxim
hunting
ground.
Once
you
begin
to
a method you develop a gait which opinion, for I never take nourisihmen perfect calm upon the waters; an
ity, yet peacefully, and all rallying
feed
the
birds
in
winter,
you
should,
never varies and in a swim like the and do not believe in it.
'To me other day a gentle or even
strong by all means, keep it up wihile the to defend the whole community aEnglish channel, the goal of all dis it seflms that the stomach is not in a|wind is helping the swimmer matersnow lasts.
The need of
tipis gainst threatened danger.
tance swimmers, steadiness
will condition to assimilate and absorb j ially on his way; still another
day wild readily be seen.
Romanes quotes a remarkable story
triumph over both speed and skill food during constant exercise, and he finds the waters dead against
about a cat’s reasoning power. While
“
Next
to
food,
with
birds
as
with
combined.
Learn cne stroke,
the that it only lies there and
causes him washing the angry
Wb Recaps1
man, comes the housing
problem. a parrafin lamp was being trim
one which suits you best, and wfhJdh. nausea.
The few times I did try into his face and almost stopping his
Many
of
our
most
useful
birds
nest med, some of tine oil fell on the back
ycu believe you can do the best with nourishment, stomach sickness fol progress.
The moon having the con
naturally in holes in trees.
They, ox. the cat. and a cinder from the
and then stick to that and nothing lowed.
On the other hand, while troling influence cm the tides—the
.. ,__ ,
,
...
„
,, lire shortly afterward touching it,
use
them
also
for
shelter
from
cold!,,
.
,
.
6
else. In a long swim --be it
five] swimming across Delaware bay,, in highest and swiftest tides will! flow
, , m
,,
,|the fur became ignited.
The cat
ard storm, and sleep m them at . . .,
, „
hours or 25 hours—it will pay
toj 14 hours and 15 minutes, I did notion the full new moons.
The
. , .
. .
.
T
Iinstantly made for the door, and,
and summer.
In wild;
.
’
’
rely on your one familiar stroke. If take anything at all and finished wind plays another important part, night, winter
• .
,
.. .
running up the village street, plungregions decaying trees give this op-| . . . . .
. .
x
®
you are growing tired you might as feeling fine.
No other
distance as the wind, “ with the tide” will!
..
T
,
, ed into the watering trough.
She
portunaty.
In our gardens and ore’ - .
.
,
® . ,
, ,
well quit—as to change your stroke swimmer agrees with me.
Brown, tnake it run a full hour longer While
,
.
...
. had seen her human fraend® at home
and .
will not rest you, but only tire youi while not taking nourishment during a wind against a tide will shorten ards. we do not permit decay
... , . . put out their kitchen fire
with
must provide bird-houses. Bluebirds,
,
,
. ,
more quickly'.
The less weight you a swim, yet will! drink a couple cf its flow.
,
..
,.
. ¡water and she ¡must have reasoned
tree swallows, wrens, martins, crest-1.
.. . . .
carry the better.
Most distance' quarts of cold beef tea just before
,
’
„ from thus fact,
Along our Atlantic coast it will be' ,
ed flycatchers,, woodpeckers of all I
„ ... .
.
swimmers wear only a pair of trunks* plunging in.
Richard is a great he- found that a northwest or west wind!
... .»
.. . ,
.
The following quotation from Mr.
species, nuthatches, chickadees, for „ ...
,
or a light one-piece oottcn suit at Liever in chocolate, amd will eat a ¡will make the ebb tide run
mucl ih . ,
, ,
...
’ . . Beil reveals in the most unequivoare all hole-nestiing birds
,
. .
„
most.
It is advisable to wear a half-dozen cakes on a swim. He h as faster and longer than normal. While mstance,
.
, ,
° . '
! cal manner surprising powers of obbe encouraged by putting up
,
..
,
rubber scull cap,, for not only does it a smell alcohol stove on the stern a northeast or east wind will pile up ard may
, , . ,,
_
servataon and rational action
on
simple bard-houses.
These may vary
„
, .
...
,
.
prevent serious effects from a burn of his pilot boat and takes hot cof- a terrific flood tide.
„ „
.
~
,, part of the leaf-cutting ants
of
The
rainfall
m size to suit the species. An all- c, ., . _ .
ing sun beating down on one’s head, fee, hot milk, beef
„
..
, South America :—
tea and even will pffay its part too., especially in
round box for bluebirds, tree swal.
.
but in cold water holps beyond be scrambled eggs.
river swimming.
For in times of ,
, x,
.. ,
’ „ x
.
A nest was made near one of
lows and other birds of that size
.
, .
. .
lief by protecting the back of the
our tramways, and to get to the
When Burges alwam tlie channel he floods, such as often occur in the
be six or eight inches deep, _____.,
. , , ,
bead and upper neck from the cold. had a food expert along, and every spring and fall, the river fatally should
„
.
.
trees the ants had to cross the rails
four or five in diaimeter, have ai
, . , ...
The base of the brain is the all im half-hour took nouri«l*tment,, including boils.
,
over whuch the wagons were
consheltering rainproof,, projecting roof,I
,,
.
portant part to be protected.
6
tmually passang and repassing. Every
champagne, currant jelly,
chicken
be ventilated and have an entraneej t|JM they came ato
a ,nuWber at
1 dare say no two men
would broth, hot ahocolate, grapes, etc. 'In
hnle near the top, up under the rocfl
were omghwJ to death
Th((Jr
agree on the subject of
training. fact, all the channel swimmers enjoy
AN projection, 114 inches in
Men like Brown and Richards be a full course dinner on their way. P R O T E C T IN G T H E B IR D S .
diameter. |
jf&
rB
Q
V
W
edni crossing
Smaller birds may use a
smaller J time, but at last set to work and
lieve in taking tilings easy wihile in The great Capt. Webb, peer of all
A U D U B O N PR O P A G A N D A .
training and will probabffly not swifrn
house.
Larger
ones
should
have tunjleIed underneatlh each rail. One
distance swimmers, confined himself
larger apartments, but the proper- day
wagon was not running
more than two or three miles
at to brandy and beer.
Miss
Rose
tions
may
remain
about
the
same.
,
stopped
up
tunnels with stones..
sprints—thus saving their weight and Pitonof believes eggnegg to he
the
“ The birds are your good friends,” There are many makers of
bird-1 but alttLOUgh great numbers carrying
stamina for the supreme test. Brown, best food of all.
says the pamphlet, “ First Principles houses making many types. Simple |ieaves were thus cut off from the
who is now in England ready to try
“ Salt eyes” is a common cclmiplaint of Bird Protection,” issued by the ones sell from 2o cents up. Elabor- reglj.> they would not cross the rails,
to cross the channel, swam not more
Audubon
society
than one mile at any time In ail liis in distance swimming. A swimmer Massachusetts
ate ones from $5 to $<5.
*'lan-v but set to work making fresh tunt.rudgecn “ Why not protect them on your horn people make their own and find' neis underneath •them.” —T. P.’s
preparation with the one exception o like myself, who uses the
It continues:
“ They them successful.
stroke and buries his head in the sal grounds?”
The
How-priced ^Veekly.
a 13-mile swim five days before he
Bailed.
My methods are
exactly water at every stroke, is bound to will repay you a hundredfold, not one® can be bought almost sa cheapNo only by the joy of their presence, bu ly as made and are thoroughly good.
opposite to other distance men. I suffer tortures with' his eyes!
by eating the insects that otherwise
“ Success with bird-houses depends
believe in hard wrork and lots of it. |goggles can ve ------- —r i-h w ill
fit
tight
enough
ta
keen
tf’
e
iw’
terj
&re
such a plague.
Even if you much on how and where they are put
In preparing for a big swim I start
They should usually be from 6i
v r i n c
open water work as soon as the ice, out. If they could he made to fit live in a city flat, it will pay you to up.
is cut of the river, and aontinue my so tight a headache would result. To help people in the country protect to 15 feet from the ground, in sun r ( J K , i fciXJYl U f 1 I IItA K l)
More ^birds mean more or partial shade, not in the
deep
self to sdiort dips until the water is protect my eyes all I can I keep then the birds.
shut
most
of
the
time,
just
opening;
and
better
fruit
and garden
pro- woods or deep shade.
Face them
bearable.
Then I swim about two I
The protection Of birds is away from prevailing cold storms.
miles daily, while cnce a week I in-i therai every minute cr so to see f!hat ducts.
Where
I
am
following
the
stern
of
the
pilot;
one
solution
of the cost-of-living Ciean them yearly.
Orchard and
sist on a swim of 10 or 20
miles.l
boat.
After
swimming
hours
ycu
problem.
There
are
three
direc
shade trees near the house, poles
By the time my supreme test is at
hand I know that I can swim hours, would be surprised how straight rne and simple ways in which one Who near shrubbery,, even the house cor
If cn
with ease—that I will not tire
or, will 'swim, and I can open my eyes has even a tiny back yard may pro- ners are desirable sites.
on To the Editor of Maine Wooas:
cramp.
True, I lose weight.. and,| four or five minutes apart, and yet teat the birds and so attract the|n leaning limbs, they should be
down.
from constant work, may grow stale \ery seldom leave imiy course. In this! to the place as greatly to increase the under side, hole facing
East Orange, N. J.
This gives the family entrance
a
to a certain degree, hut nevertheless,' •way you are relying implicitly upon' their numbers.
No doubt there will be considerable
your
pilot,
which
is
always
ti
e
cor-j
“Thiis
may
be
done
at
all
seasons
protection from rain which the birds
I would not change, and am convinc
discussion this fall regarding moose
The majority of with good results.
It is especially appreciate.
The early spring
is
ed my method is the best and safest. reot thing to do.
and we shall bear from various lo
distance
swimmers
use
the
English;
needful
in
the
winter
time,
when
the
the best time to put them out, but
Many believe in other exercises to
calities in Maine that moose are in
over-arm,
the
under-arm
side,
or
the
snow
lies
deep.
Our
winter
birds
any
time
is
a
good
time.
Sooner
or
help condition one’s self.
I believe
creasing or decreasing in numbers. It.
breast
stroke,
and
have
their
heads
withstand
even
the
severest
cold
if
later the birds wiilJl find them.
in rowing and will row thousands of
■seems to me that* if moose are
to
But, when the snow cov“ In hot weather, birds drink often
miles in the open season.
Ridh- out of the water, and so can wear ¡well fed.
i have any chance at all of holding,
goggles
to
protect
their
eyes
and
rs
the
frozen
insects,
dormant
larand sometimes must fly long
dis
ards is a canoe enthusiast, claiming
their own a close season for a term
They delight to
that the muscles used in paddling ar have the advantage of seeing where j vae, eggs and seeds of weeds on tances for water.
of years is the only means to
ac
they
are
going.
which
they
naturally
feed,
they
often
bathe, too, and a sure way to attract
nearly the same as those used
in
ornplash this end.
.
; •i
The
trudge
on
stroke
has
its
ad
van
!
starve
in
great
numbers.
Feed
them
tnem
to
one’s
grounds
and
keep
them
swimming.
Others believe in run
Maine is tihe only eastern
state
ning, walking, etc.
After
all is tageee over the others as a rough-j ™ y0"01, y&rd and near your home, there is to put out a bird bath. This
where moose' may now be found and
water
stroke.
When
a'
head-on
sea
™
^h®
and
woods
if
you
will,
should
be
shallow,
not
more
than
foi
r
said and done, Mike Murphy,
the
useful, inches deep at Least and sloping grad it seems too bad for that asset to be
greatest trainer of men the world is running the troidgeon swimmer, iy-1 Almost anything eatable is
tag
on
a
level'
or
even
beneath
the|Grain
arnd
‘scratch-feed’
scattered
on ualHy from the edges. If a fountain lost to the people of Maine.
ever knew, had the right idea. When
A closed season of four or five
trampled
snow
or
under
evergreen
can play into this hath in a fine
a young man. asked bow t<!> train to surface, will allow the water to roil
years would (help, but the law should
trees
will
keep
the
quail,
pheasants,
spray
so
much
the
better.
The
birds
become a runner, Murphy exclaimed: over ihAm without stopping his prog
bird® like a shower and will flock to it or be passed this winter or it will be
“Run, d-u you, run every chance you ress, while one swimming with the grouse and a host of Smaller
too late.
well
fed.
Bread
crumbs
and
«haff
hot dry days.
Butt, even if
filled
get!”
And this applies to siwfyn- head out of water will be so buffet
Yours truly,
ming as well.
To be a
siwkuimer, ed and pound ed that he will find it from the bam floor are cheap and daily from a pail it is wonderfully
E. G. Kent.
effective.
Like
the
feeding
station,
I
“just swim.”
As regards diet, while almost impossbille to continue.
the bird bath, should be placed where
many pay strict attention to this, it have often been asiked the question,
there is least danger from cats—on
never bothers me at all,. My motto ihow I can mentally endure the mono
T H E T A L E OF A T R A IL
a post or in the open where the
People
is, “ Eat wiliat you please and as miuelh tony of hours in the water.
birds can watch as they bathe.
go
as you want cf It.”
In case
you say^ “ If it were me, I ‘wculM
“ If you own land, post it and
After finishing a motor tour from
Well, to me an hour is hut
desire to increase yoiur weight,
I mad.”
keep bird shooters from trespassing.. Chicago to Seattle, Mr. W. G. Fuinck,
Time seems to fly so
would suggest lots of sugar, olive oil, a minute.
The Massachusetts Audubon society General Manager, H ewi tt-Lea-Funck
butter and starchy foods.
Of course fast that 1 cannot realize it. There
will supply you with cloth posters C04, (Seattle, had many
interesting
it is unnecessary to add
that all are two reasons: First, I really en
free.
The shotgun is still, as it experiences to relate.
m
3 .
habits sue 111 as drinking and umok- joy every minute cf it. and that is
always has been, the greatest ene
At one time,
while
traveling
love
ing speill tille death knell of any at lielf the battle, as one must
my the birds have. Eliminate cats through Montana, he became confus
one’s work, no matter what it is to
hlete.
as far as possible.
There is no ed as to thie correct route.
While
The great dread of all swimmers succeed; second., I believe in mind
living creature except man so deadly at a standstill in the road and un
and
Is cramps.
These are
entireljy over body to a certain extent.
to birds as the cat.
To encourage able to determine the proper course
muscular,, confined chiefly to
the that you grow mentally tired before
Oppofite State Hous e, Boston, H m s .
nesting birds in general,
plant to pursue, he noticed the imprints of
calves of the leg« and feet and wihile you grow physically tired. So when
shrubbery.
Raimbler roses on the Firestone Non-Skids in the trail be
OfferB room with hot and
very painful, often forcing a man to swimjming I am absolutely pblivious t
cold water for $1.00 per day
porch almost invariably bring the fore him,.
retire, will not prove fatal, although the fast just as you are when walk
and up, which include» free
chipping sparrow.
In massed flow
Says Mr. Funcki, “ Firestone Nonthe injured musclles will hurt for a ing or driving, and mdnd is far
use of public phower bathp.
ering shrubs, lilacs for instance,- the Skids have pullled me out of many a
week afterward.
They are due to away, Blinking about tille past or fu
on Nothing to Equal This in New Eagland catbird will quite often build, and former difficulty, so I believe I will
the lack of exercise and use of these ture, while my stroke is going
a host of other birds that nest in follow this trail and see what hap
in
muscles* The great trouble is that autcimaticalfly as your legs are
Rooms with private bathe
shrubbery may come—song sparrow®, pens.”
far $1.50 per day and up;
too many swimjmers, with Little or no walking, and often I wake up with a
For nearly 500 males he was able
vireos, warblers and
many other
suite®
of
two
rooms
and
bath
real preparation, try too big a test,| start just remembering where I am
for $4.00 per day and up.
imprints,
species.
Plenty of shrubbery will to follow the non-skid
There is no
and quite naturally the rnuscjlfes can-j and whet I am doing.
A B SO LU TELY FIREPROOF bring the birds at all seasons for which proved a true guide and even
Dot be expected to work
smoothly reason at all wihy swimming should
food and shelter, even if they do tually led him into familiar territory.
Strictly Temperance Hotel
and untiringly with no previous pnac-[ he a bit more tiring Hhan walking if
me
Send for Booklet
not nest there.
Shrubs Which bear “ Firestones have never failed
tice.
The cramps that prove fatal the stroke is an easy one and suited
berries that persist in winter are yet” affirm« Mr. Funck.
I would just as leave, or, S TOR FR F. C 9 A ITF Ter.
we due to a weak or strained heart, to you.
LONG
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Where To Go In Maine GOOD
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain climbing automobiling. etc.

H. P. M cK E N N E Y . Proprietor.

Write for booklet.

Jack man, Maine

Are You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you

th e

e x a c t

c o s t

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
rates to all during October and November. I will also
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
The G arry P on d G am ps

YORK

CAMPS,

RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G

John earville’s Gamps
at S p r in g L ake
„ Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished,- excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CAR VILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

JIM POND G A M P S
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
M. M .GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

W EST END
HOTEL
Portland,

HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS

AT

H . M. CASTNEU,

Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps,
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and hears. Write for information to

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

PIERCE POND CAM PS will be run during hunt
ing season by Mrs. C. A. Spalding and daughter.
No better place in Maine for Deer, Bear and
Birds. Low rates as possible. For particulars
Address, Mrs. C. A . Spalding,
Caratunk, Maine

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Also Trolling and Deep W ater Fishing for large
Togue Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
each part}'. Best of table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm
Send for Booklet
W . H- B E A N , Proprietor.
Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.

Hunting at A1 Wing’s Camps
Will open for hunting Oct. 1. Camp situated
on north shore of Flagstaff lake. No buckboarding, motor boat to cross lake. Best of DEER and
BIRD hunting. Telephone in camp.
Write to A . P. W IN G '
Flagstaff, Maine.

Prop’r.

Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sportmen. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AN D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
D E A D R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’ s idea) family vacation resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
O U A N AN 1CH E LODGE,
Grand L ake Stream , W ash in gto n Co.. Me.
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
N orw a y Pines Hom»e and Camps. Dobais Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamei to
any part of the lame territory. The best hunt
in g, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
R O SE . Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.
R A N G E LE Y L A K E S
Gamp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K ER . Bemis. Maine.

The Moon and Timber.
It may be asked in all seriousness
how much longer the superstition will
live which ascribes to the moon an
influence over timber? Thia unsci
entific and unprovable claim has long
held a place in the backwoods, where
people were prone to accept the teach
ings of tradition without much con
cern about cause and effect; but it
is rather late in the day now for edu
cated people to attribute to the dead,
I
inert moon an influence on vegetation.
If there Is anything certain It is
that the moon has no observable effect
on the flow of a tree’s sap or on the
| characters and qualities of the wood.
j It can be argued scientifically that
it cannot have, and it has been dem
onstrated in practice that it does not
have such effect. Apparently there is
some mistake in the statement that
the felling is done by moonlight, or
with regard to any phase of the moon.
Accounts of modern mahogany-logging
operations in America and Africa do
not mention that custom. In some of
the tropical regions hauling logs from
the woods is done at night because the
heat by day cannot be endured by the
men and teams.—Hardwood Record.

SANDY RIVER l RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

N O TICE

TIME TABLE

II

»A D S »

In Effect, September 27th, 1914
I wish to say to my patrons that I ¡5
| have installed one o f the most sani-|
f tary refrigerators manufactured by f FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave
for Phillips.
— ’ ~
ington for
Phillips, Rangeley
Rangeley. and
BigeW '
2 A. D. Saulsbury of Brewer.
2 ington
5.16 P. M., and for Phillips at J2.U7 P. M. p,!1
6.55 4 *
It is endorsed by Professor Chas. I senger trains arrive from Phillipst at 6.51
and
Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow
mi!,
_ Wood o f Ororo to be'the most sani-1
P. mfrom
.
Bigelow MtU
PLEA FOR WIDER ROADWAYS
T tary and practicable refrigerators'?M IXED T R A IN arrives at 9-85 A. M and U
A made.
x) at 11.00 A . M.
lH,e
Fourteen-Foot Road W ill O utlast T h ree
2 Knowing all my patrons believe in 2 S T R O N G P A SS E N G E R TRAINS leave f0
Nine-Foot Roads and Is Much
all things pure and sanitary I c o r -A Farmington, at 6.28 A . M. and 1 37 P. m p01
Better In E very W ay.
d i a l l y invite the public to the open-J Phillips at 12.37 P. M-. and for Phillip. «,!!
uangeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Bigelow at 5,jjp
Sing of this silent salesman refriger-2
Have not our counties and townships
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1*
been wasting a good bit of our money
P. M.
1u
by building 9-foot roadbeds on 24 by
M IXED T R A IN arrives from Phillipi
| A. M. and from Kingfleld at 8 25 A. M.. and
20 foot wide road grades? A 24-1'oot I o f my ability.
hurmington at li.4o A . M. Leaves for PhSuin,i
wide grade is plenty wide enough for
1.40 P. M. and tor Farmington at 8.45 A. M P *'
a 14-foot roadbed. Then why spoil
P H I L L I P S P ASSEN G ER TRAINS leave [a.
a good grade by putting on a 9-foot
Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P M t
Rangeley ot 6.15 P- M.
road when it costs les^than one-third
Passenger trains arrive from Farmirstnr,
more to make a good job of it? Foui12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From RanKeW
teen feet is sufficient width for two
12.20 P. M.
M IX E D T R A IN leaves for Farmington at 7vi
tracks; that would mean just one75th A N N U A L
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A . M. and arrive* trim
half of the wear on the road. Then
Farm ington at 2.15 P. M. Kingeley 8.15 P. M. °
wo can drive so as to have a wheel on
R A N G E L E Y PASSE N G E R TRAINS leave J«
each side of the center and that makes
Farm ington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at RCflt
M.
*•
one more track and will be equal to
M IX E D T R A IN arrives from Phillip* atlau
a 9-foot road. So you see we have
A. M. and leaves at 10.55 A . M.
three times the wearing surface on a
SALEM
P A S S E N G E R TRAIN leaves atl.oo
14-foot roadbed that we do on a 9-foot.
P. M. for Farm ington and arrives at 6.16 P. M
Then we have a chance to pass other
K I N G F L E L D P A S S E N G E R TRAIN leavei
rigs without one or both going into
Bigelow at 9.00 A . M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm,
ington at 12.40 P. M.
the ditch. Now this is claiming quite
S O C IE T Y
M IX E D T R A IN S leave for Farmington at aa
a lot for one-third more expense, but I
A . M. and for Bigelow at 12 00 M.
think a 14-foot road will outlast three
A T F A R M IN G T O N
B IG E L O W
P A S S E N G E R TRAIN leave* fa
9-foot roads, has a handier surface and
Farmington at 10.50 A . M. and arrives at 7. 28P
September 29, 30 and Oct. 1, 1914
is better in every way, writes John D.
M. Arrives from Kingfield at 10.C0 A M. ltd
leaves for Kingtield at 7.35 P. M.
De Cou in Michigan Farmer. If you
$3500 in Purses and Prizes
S U N D A Y T R A I N S LeaveRangeleyatlO.it
come up behind a rig you have a
Best o f Races
Good Music
A . M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong. 12.47 P. ¡j.
chance to get by. If you are driving
arriving at Fartningtcn 1.20 P. M. Returnirj
Excursion over Maine Central and leave Farmington at 1.10 P. M. Strong, 2.22 ?,
an auto you do not have to go outside
Sandy
River Railroads. Special Train M. Phillips, 2.46 P. M .. arriving at Rangeley r
of the hard roadbed and take chances
4.25 P. M.
to Lewiston two last days o f the Fair.
on skidding into the ditch.
F . N . B E A L . G e n 'l Manager,
A 9-foot roadbed has but one track.
Phillips, Maine.
GEORGE
D.
CLARK,
Sec.
Where the wheels run it gets packed
perfectly solid and a heavy load will
crush all small stones into dust, and
the first auto that comes along sucks
it up on the front side of the wheels
and then blows it clear off the track
when they let go. This doesn’t seem
much, but when from one to fifty or
more go over the same track it soon
I am closing out my business and am offering my entire
counts. Meanwhile, the horses travel
ing in the center with iron-shod hoofs stock of Dry and Fancy Goods, Shoes and Rubbers, at
have kept that dug loose and it gradu
Just a few ofjthe many bargains.
ally works out, leaving the road low very low prices.
in the center where it should be high.
.04
all prints, per yard,
b o y ’s and girl’s sweater coats.
Then when heavy rains come the
10 and 12£ ginghams,
.07
75£ and $1.0Q,
.62
ridges
where
the
wheel
tracks
come
;
10 and 12^ outings,
ladies'
and
m
en’s
sweater
.08
; hold it in and it washes down the cen
all 50£ dress goods.
coats $3.00,.
.37
$2.39
j ter to the lowest level, where it runs
all 15^ dress good*,
.09
mackinaw coats $3.50,
$2-49
off at the sides, cutting ditches and
$1.00 corsets,
.75
b o y ’s and girl’s mackinaw
causing a bad chuck hole.
coats.
$1.25— $1.50 corsets,
This road is hard to keep in repair.
.99
$1.99
If you use a road grader or drag to
$2.50 corsets,
$1.89
ladle’s house dresses,
.59
scrape the sides to the center the
2
hose, two pair for
.35
¡Lace and liamTntrgs 10 and
wheel tracks are so solid that they
15<f hose,
12*
.09
.05
will hold up the blades and you will
ladie’s auto hoods,
b oy’s and girl’iS sweater
.29
do but little if any good. If you haul
coats,
mackinaw hats,
.19
.39

Historic Clontarf.

Clontarf is one of the most historic
A Good Road in Michigan.
spots in Ireland. It was there that,
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
on Good Friday, April 23, 1014, Brian on more gravel it will not pack in the
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
Boru and the men of Munster, Con center, but keep working into the
hsuing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO..
naught and Meath fought the Danes. wheel tracks, making them still higher,
Upper Dam, Maine.
Brian was killed in his tent; Sigurd, when they are too high already. If
Earl
of Orkney and Caithness, per our roads were 14 feet or more in
BELGRADE LA K E S, M AINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
ished also, and 11,000 Irishmen and width, then the driving would be all
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
13,000 Danes are said to have fallen. ! over the whole road, making a hard,
best trout fishing in Maine. '
CHAS. N . HILL & SON. Managers.
Victory remained with the Irish, but smooth surface, and by going over
once in a while with a road drag it
the Danes reoccupied Dublin.
CHASE POND CAMPS.
N o w is the
In modern times O’Connell’s mon would keep the center high, the rains
tuas to plan your 1914
mg
vVhy ster meetings for Repeal were to have would drain off at the sides and not
not take a trip to the real P u e Woodsr culminated at Clontarf. But the meet wash down the center, and there
Camps reached same day from Boston. ing was prohibited by the government, would not be wear enough in any one'
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
place to work or crush the surface into
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins! and O’Connell was put upon his trial dust to be blown off by winds or autos
for conspiracy and convicted, though
Raies reasonable. Write for booklet.
You can repair a 14-foot road at an\
G U l CHADODRNE. Prop.,
Bingham, Maine the verdict was eventually reversed
j time, and it will pack and make a
by the house of lords.
smooth, hard surface, for people will
drive so as to hit the whole surface
An Egg In the Wilderness.
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelle<
JBut not so with a 9-foot road. They
An amusing little incident concern will all follow the same track, no mat
—Best of hunting—Special rates fo;
Jun*\ September, October and Novern ing an egg is told by Captain Stigand ter how crooked the first pattern is.
ber—Write for Booklet.
in his “ Hunting the Elephant in Af It will be better to build 14 feet or
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
rica." “ It was a solitary ostrich’s egg wider in the first place, than to build
Pleasant Island.
Msine that I found in the open. I supposed nine fqpt aad then wider afterward,
it had been dropped by the ostrich be for it is hard to get a smooth, even
RANGELE1 XAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW H
fore s.he had decided where to make surface, because the new gravel will
On Rangeley Lake.
her nest. I ate that egg in omelets for work off the old, hard surface, causing
Thoroughly modern. On direct autoi
three days, thinking myself lucky to a sag on each side which will have to
route. Tavern all year.
Lake View
July 1 to Oct.
get an egg so far from civilization, be filled several times before it will
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets
but marveling much at its peculiar fla get solid enough to match the old
N. H . E L L IS & SO N , Props.
vor. From later experience of ostrich roadbed.
Raugeley, Mai
•fcgs, 1 now know that egg was badl’’

2

t

j

j

Geo. A. Bean

SHOW and FA IR
Franklin County

AGRICULTURAL

CLOSING OUT SALE

at M. H. Blaisdell’s, Farmington, Me.

Shoes regardless of cost. Many shoes for a b o u t) alf price
Sale commences Saturday, Sept. 26. Continues until the
entire stock is sold.

COM E E A R L Y .

M.IH. B LA1SD ELL,
FARMINGTON, ME.

|

Store OpenJMonday, W ednesday and Saturday Evenings

BIG RESULTS
FROM SM ALL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Lookjaround and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats,

A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham-

mock or something else you don’t want.

Someone else is sure to want it
W e have[sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you.

Kates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
M A IN E W O O D S,

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

Phillips, Maine

--- ——. * «v,.LUiUtl
tists at the Moscow Art theai
tain calls are never allowed,
and naturalness, above e'
else, ere striven for. Priest.!
allowed to witness theatrical
ances in Russia, hut sever?
leading churchmen in Mosel
fail to see all the productioi
Art theater from behind th

Birds Don’t Like Bright Colors.
Martins, bluebirds and wrens do
not take kindly to houses made of
new, bright wood.
Their instincts
lead them to prefer the places which
more nearly resemble the insides of
decayed trees, in which their ances
tors have nested trom time inline*
morial. Build your birdhouses to suit
the birds rather than to please your
own tastes.— Farm and Fireside.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

NORTH PHILLIPS

Mr, arnd Mrs. Elbridge Dill through
the fair.
Mrs. H. H. Tukey of Portland is
the guest of Mrs. N. P. Noble this
Sept. 28.
week. The Tukeys resided in Phil
On account of the high cost of home in Brookflyn, N. Y., the latter
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kenniston went
Rheumatism depends on an acid
lips for some years formerly and her
feed, we wish to notify our custom part of the week.
many friends are glad to see her in to Lewiston Friday to visit their which flows in the blood, affecting the
ers that frcfen. October 1,«1914 to
muscles and joints, producing inflam
Mr. and Mrs. W. Henry True were town again.
daughter, Mrs* John Gbatburn.
June 1- 1915, the price of milk wilfl the week-end guests of Mr..
and
Mr, and Mrs. Irvin Parker
were mation, stiffness and pain. This acid
W. B. Butler and sen Ncaiman But
gets into the blood through some de
Ive seven cents per quart and the Mrs. D. F. Field at their camp at
ler went to Rumford and back Tues guests last Saturday of relatives in fect in the digestive processes, and
price of cream, twenty-eight cents Weld.
day for the purpose of purchasing a Kingfield.
remains there because the liver, kid
per quart.
Mr. Marshall Brayman has been horse.
neys and skin are too torpid to carry
Selden
Hinkley
of
Rangeley
was
O. A. Badger,
calling on frieflds in/ town this week,
Mr. f . A. Lawton left town Mon in this place last week on business it off.
F. M. Ro&s.
having arrived from Custer, Mich., day to join hhJs wife in Gardiner. and attended the fair at Phillips.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
blood tonic, is very successful in the
Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin
re last week.
He reports his family Mrs. Lawton and mother, Mrs. Phil
There will be a pie supper at the treatment of rheumatism.
It acts
turned Tuesday noon from a feiw in very good health.
He and his lips left town Friday riocn. Their de
Biethen schoolhouse next
Saturday directly, with purifying effect, on the
days’ visit witih Mr. and Mrs. M. H.; son Edgar Brayman have been in parture is much, regretted by many
evening, October 3.
Everybody is blood, and through the blood on the
Hardwick at their summer home at thQ gardening business and shpiped friends.
The ladies of the Social cordially invited.
liver, kidneys anl skin, which it.
innisquam,, Mass.
away much of their produce.
Union presented Mrs. LaNvtcn with a
stimulates, and at the same time it
Mrs. Charles Heath of Brockton, handsome water color of Mt.
Miss Mriiam Brackett returned
improves the digestion.
Blue,
Wednesday night from
a three! Mass., arrived in town Saturday and the view of which Mrs, Lawton was]
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today.
HAST MADRID
Sold by all druggists.
weeks’ visit with friends in Massa- will be the guest of her sister, Mrs. very fond.
It was painted by Art-j
ch usetts.
She also
visited her L. G. Voter.
ist A. s. Pratt, and will no doubt|
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. G. W.; Edward Kenniston is visiting
his be lrnng in a place of hcncr in their1
Sept. 28.
Wood of Lewiston^ on her way home. daughters in Lewiston.
new home.
EUSTIS
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Preble are well
The W. C. T. U. meeting iwilll be
Mrs. E. A. Sheehy has been a James Towle of Dover, New Hamp
settled in J. F. Hough’s house on held with Miss Luette
Timberlake| recent guest of her parents, Mr. andi shire was the guest of friends and
Main street, formerly occupied
by Friday,, October 2, at 2.30 in
relatives in tdwn last week.
the Mrs. H. J. Hescock.
Sept. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Lawton.
Mr. afternoon.
A good attendance is! The King’s Daughters will
meet! One was reminded of winter last
We
had
a
number
of
heavy
thund
Preble and family came on the Sun desired.
with Mrs, N. H. Hamden Friday Sunday morning, to see the snow
er storms last week and also some
day train to Farmington and from
Mrs. A. F. Warren of Buck field is evening of this week.
flakes gently falling.
Mt. Abram
there by automobile. They
visited the guest of Mrs. O. H. Hersey this1 Consult the time table of
the wears a dress of white this morn very hot weather, but to-day, Sep
tember 28, it snowed.
Mr. Preble’s sister in Portland for a week.
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes rail ing.
Mrs, Frank Cox has returned home
day or two.
the1 Arthur Heyward of Barmjum was
Mr. and Mrs. Elm on Ellis of Weld road in another cclllumn for
from
down river where she has been
change
of
time
on
its
line.
Mrs. Fred Mottram is spending the were in Phillips last week and at
a guest of his uncle, Walter Gatcbell
Mr. ard Mrs. F. E.
Howard of and family of Madrid last Saturday. visiting.
veek with relatives in Farhrington.
tended the fair.
Mr. Ellis does not
Mrs. Warren Dyer has returned
. Carl W hcrff has entered the Maine was here during the fair, where he Strong were the guests last week of
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Savage return
home from Freeman, where she bats
Woods office to learn th.e printers’ informed us that they had had a six tbeir sen C. E. Howard and wife.
ed from a two weeks’ trip in Massa been visiting.
Howard True went to
Lewiston!
trade.
days’ trip, the longest for some time.
chusetts last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Bates
Mr. Pearson of Winchester, Mass.,
D. T. Harnden will furnish coal to He dropped into this office and re last week where he entered
F. H. Thorpe will remain in Lewis
College.
is
staying at The Birches for a while.
Maine
the residents of Phdlilips this fall!, as newed his subscription, to
ton for one week longer, whefe Mr.
The races at Phillips fair
would
he has bought the business of A.i Woods and we felt as though he was
E. P. Viles of Skowhegan was in
Thorpe is receiving treatment. Mr.
W. McLeary.
entitled to a receipt for a life sub net be complete unless one could see Savage thinks it a great compliment town one day the past week.
the
Mr. S. W. Partin went to
Far-' scription when we discovered that he Dr. J. H. RoLlin going down
Miss Alice Hindis of Flagstaff
for the Ford car to be able to say
mington Wednesday noon and on had been a subscriber to this papeT heme stretch behind a good stepper. that during the whole trip, a dis visited Miss Stella Fatter one day
Thursday' will return to Tc>gus where ever since it started over 30 years He has to keep in practice a little. tance of 720 miles, he did not have the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. McMullen and
the ago.
he will receive treatment in
Will Stubbs and Mrs. E. A. Gor
children
returned Monday from a one bit of trouble; not even a blow
hospital there.
May he have a
Mrs. Andrew Wheeler of Farmingout, and we had extremely hot don have gone to the
Farmington
feiw
/days’
visit
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
pleasant and comfortable winter is ton was in town last week.
weather.
fair.
They will also visit
Mr.
Harrison Harnden at Belgrade.
the wish of his numerous friends in
B. T. Parker of Waltham, Mass.,
a-t
Mr. ard Mrs. Alonzo Corson “ kept Stubbs’ daughter, Mrs. Simatfl
Mrs.
Harrison
D.
Bean,,
who
visit
town.
Is spending a vacation in town,
and ed her sister-in-law, Mrs. M.
A. house” during the absence of Messrs, Canton Point before returning home.
Vinton Hough returned
Tuesday was here during the fair, when he
George Day has returned to King
Leighton a few days last week, has Thorpe and Savage and their wifes.
night from a few days’ vsiit
with says he alliways has a chance to see
Many from this place attended the & Bartlett to work.
returned to her home at
Orchard
friends in Waterville.
many of his old friends whom he is Heights, Jay.
Phillips fair and report a very en
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Parker have
Lester Thompson, who has been always glad to meet.
A week’s trip to Boston will only joyable time.
returned to their home in New Brit
living in Avon in the valley
and
At the regular ^meeting of
the cost you $7.00 for transportation from
ain, Conn.
Mrs. Amanda Edwards, wiho owned a King Daughters,, which, met at the Phillips, commencing Monday, Octhouse on Ross avenue have traded, home of Mrs. O. H. Hersey
last ober 5, good to return and including
and the tlwo families moved
this week, it was voted to
give the October 12.
R ea’ advertisement in
week.
Mrs. Edward’s son Frank Children's Home in Augusta $10.00, another column for rates from the
SALHM
occupied her house.
The hostess served cake and cof various stations of the Sandy River
Mrs. D. F. Field was in Faitning- fee,
Sept. 28.
& Rangeley Lakes railroad.
ton for a day or two this week with [
Sept. 29.
Mrs. George Parker
and
her
Mrs. J. A. Russ ©111 of
Rangeleyj Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kinney will
her sister, Mrs. A. C. Norton,, and' was the guest of her sister,
G. E. Berry Is digging and buildof
Mrs. give a reception next Saturday even autility Mrs. Frances Arnold
also to visit with her mother, Mrs. Edward Greenwood last week.
ing on tine Bonney Webber farm in Braintree, Mass., are visiting Mrs. ihg a potato cellar.
Julia Hinkley and brother,
Harry j
Arthur Merrill.
Mrs. Jennie Austin and daughter
All are cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Samue<t
Smith of Madtid.
Hinkley, who will return to their!
Burt Wells has sold has farm to of Lynn, Mass., returned Monday.
Livermore Falls visited her parents,
Frank Norton of Fitchburg, Mass,
Quite a number from this p/Iac®
0QU0SS0C
who wilt take possession at once.
attended the Farmington fair.
Mrs. Mary Record, who has been
Rev. and Mrs. GouLd Wyman
o<
Sept. 28. in Lewiston and Auburn, visiting for
Vermont were in town over Sunday.
Mrs. Tyler Judkins and Mrs. D. A. the past few weeks, was
suddenly
Miss Vera B/erry was home from
Bickford and son, Franklin attended called home,, by the death of her
Cantcn fair and visited friends in sister, Mrs. Lizzie Smith of Temple. Boston for a few days.
Lewiston tins week.
Miss Bertha Rice, who has been
Otis Gould had the misfortune to at Mt. Abram cottage a few weeks
The Sunday and noon trains have
has returned to Boston.
ecu taken off and the railroad men lose three shoats recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Savage of
who have been stopping at Kennebag
Mrs. Nelilia Lowell and Mrs. Flora
Phillips visited at John Savage’s ove / Thomas of Lawrence
’ ave returned to their homes.
visited old
Engineer Bickford, wrho has been Sunday.
friends here this week.
running to Lewiston this summer has
Dan and Bertha Pratt started for, Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton of Port
Everything the girl or boy needs from Kindergar
taken his old run from Oquossoc to Carrabasset, Monday, where
they land spent a few days with
her
Ri |niford.
a.re employed by Charles Richards sister, Mrs. W. E. Whitney
this,
ten to High School.
A complete supply of the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Fall! are of Strong to cook for a
crew ofj week.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Hay- men.
best school tools with whi:h to do neat, accur
W. S. Dodge has purchased a new
ford, and Wednesday go to Livermore
The school in the Hardy district
potato digger and started
digging
Falls to visit her parents.
began again Monday morning,
with
ate work.
his 20-acre piece this week.
Mrs. J. J. Cote is teaching
the Miss Ruth Turner as teacher.
fall term of school, with nearly 20;
scholars, with whom she is a great
favorite.
TAYLOR HILL
Mr. and Mrs. Y. J. Morin
and
children c f Livermore, fermer resi
dents here were week end guests of
Sept. 29.
Sept. 29.
Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Hayford
and
Mrs. Jennie Dickey and daughter
with a party of friends had a pic- j Quite a snow storm last
Sunday Mary, attended the Phi!Caps fair one
nic at Kemnebago on Sunday.
and the mountains are' still white, day, going by auto.
Mrs. Lila Pertham is now
visiting Tuesday morning.
The first frost
Mrs. Frank McLain of
Stratton
with Mrs. Frank A. White at their last night of any account on
the
has been visiting her sister., Mrs.
log cabin on Rangeley Lake.
hill.
It froze ace a quarter of
an
Henry Ramsdeli.
John C. Seabrancih, an expert en-1inch thick; also the ground quite
Neal Vaughan has returned from
gineer from Harlem, N. Y., has been hard.
Big Writing Tablets for 5c.
Straiten, where he has been work
engaged at Dr. Fowler’s camp for
Mrs. Eurlll Masteatman and son of
ten days, in putting the engines in Weld are visiting tbe former’s si1st- ing for has cousin, Mrs. Daisy MoLarge Composition Books with Substantial
Lain.
his boats in order.
er, Mrs. Chas,. N. Plaisted.
Mr.
Mrs. Addie Vaughan and Mrs. Hen
Master Everett Knap|p is very Masterman drove .to Will Ellis’
Covers, 5c.
in
were
proud of a nice bicycle, which was Rangeley last Friday for a week end ry Ramsdeli and son Earl,
callers in Farmington on.
business
recently
sent
him
by
Mrs.
H.
M.
visit.
He
was
accompanied
by
his
Hardwood, Brasslined Rulers, 5c.
Saturday.
Dunham of Brookline Mass., who is aunt,. Mrs. Clarissa Plaisted.
a summer guest at Mountain View.
Last Wednesday
and Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hutchins were
School Companions, School Bags and School
Mrs. John Dunham of PortKiand is
very heavy thunder showers passed
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Tozier
the guest of Mrs. Birchard Tainter,
over this part of the town but very
Straps, 10c. and up.
for several week®, while Mr. Dun last Saturday.
fortunately no damage was done.
Miss Inza Moore is visiting friends
ham as engineer on railroad has
Mrs. Fred Nutting has been visit
been taking the place cf Ivus Swett in Madrd for a time.
ing in Wilton recently.
Miss Edna Gales* who is working
who broke his leg in August.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hanson close for Mrs, Amos Winter in. Kingfield.
their store and bowling alley
and attended the Phillips fair Thursday.
YO U R F A L L CO LD N E E D S A T T E N 
The first of Bast week was a re
return to their home in Andover this
T IO N .
cord breaker for hot weather,
the
week.
As there is to be no lumbering last of September the thermometer No use to fuss and try to wear it out. It will
you out instead. Take Dr. King’s New Dis
the wear
done in this section this winter, it! registering from 88 to 92 in
covery, re'ief follows quickly. It checks your
and Soothes your Cough away. Pleasant,
is expected it wild be an unusually shade on the Willi, but Sunday there Cold
Antiseptic and Hea'int'. Children like it. Get a
0c h o fle of Dr. King’s New Discovery and keep
fcvas a change.
dull winter here at Oquossoc.
in the house. “ Our family Cough and Cold
Open Sundays from Eleven until One.
Ald'en Moores, wife and son were it
There is a new barber in town,
Doctor” writes Lew s Chamberlain, Manchester,
Ohio
back if not satisfied, but it nearly
Henry Derap of Dallas, who
has week end guests of has parents, Mr. always Won»v
helps.
and
Mrs.
William
Moores.
taken the shop opposite the store.

WEST NEW VINEYARD

A Big Line of

School Supplies

Pencils
Blotters
Mucilage
Pens, Inks,
Scratch Pads

Erasers
Crayons
Compasses
Note Books
Book Covers

n n rp f P C
r K l d L L û

f l L D CORNERC
v Fd r u g s t o r l

The

Store

TORY HILL

SEVERE RHEUMATIC
PAINSJDISAPPEAR
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.
P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .
William E. Farrar returned to his
home in Lowell, Mass., Saturday. He
is kept of every lens and mounting
How frequently children suffer from
has been passing four months at his worms they would take more precau
A t a Probate Court held at Farmington, in and which I prescribe, thereby enabling nie
the Count> of Franklin, on the third Tuesday to furnish exact duplicates without
cottage, Tufts Pond.
tions against this common ailment of for
of September, in the year of our Lord one thou delay.
Jesse Smith and George Staples of childhood. Grown folks also have worms sand nine hundred and fourteen,
very frequently. Signs of Thefollowing mattershaving been presented for
Lowell, Mas©., were a°t the Mclntire
FRANK F. GRAVES,
worms are: Deranged stom the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
and Sfmith .cottage, Tufts Pend from
hereby
O
R
D
ER
ED
:
Registered Optometrist
ach, furred tongue, belch
Thursday to Saturday.
ing, variable appetite in That notice thereof be given to all persons in
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Willi Dana of Lowell,
Mass., is
creased tbirsi, acid or heavy published three weeks successively in the Maine
breath, nausea, enlarged Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in said
spending a week in town, coming in
abdomen, variable bowel County, that they may appear at a Probate Court
a Hudson auto Sunday.
to be held at said Farmington, on the third Tues
Trade Mark action, pale face of leaden
of October A . D. 1914, at ten o’ clock in the
At the moving picture show a tint, bluish rings around eyes, itching day
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see cause.
French's hall Friday evening. Her of nostrils, languor, irritability, dis
Bezar D. Harvey, late of Strong; final account
of administration presented by Philip D. Stubbs,
bent Vose of Lawrence. Mass., sang turbed sleep, irregularity of pulse.
executor.
(Special Correspondence.)
Over 60 years ago my father discov
between the reels and music
for
Ruel E. Paine, late of Coplin Plantation; first
an ered the formula of Dr. True’s Elixir, account of administration presented by Charles
Kingfield, Sept. 29.—Mr. and Mrs. the pictures consisted of piano
A
.
Wilbur administrator.
the Family Laxative and Worm ExpelO. B. Hutchins are receiving con violin.
ler. This remedy has a world wide Bezar B. Harvey, late of Strong; petition for
Phillips, Maine.
Miss Edna Gates, of Phillips
is reputation as the one safe and reliable assessment of collateral inheritance tax, present
gratulations on the birth of an 8 Y2
ed by Philip D. Stubbs, executor.
pound daughter, horn Sunday, Sep working in the family of A. G. Wint remedy for worms and stomach disord Philip H . Stubbs. late of Strong; petition for
Monuments, Headstones,
ers. At dealers', 35c, 50c, and $1.00. distribution presented by Philip D. Stubbs, exec
er.
*'
tember 20.
utor.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McKenney of Advice free. Write me.
Tablets,
Mantle Shelves,
Will Stanley is home frofcn
Bel
Levi Cushman, late of Eustis; petition for al
grade, where he has been, working WatervilUe, came to town the first AUBURN, MAINE & /■v (Ja A-Kj* __ lowance, presented by Lena Cushman, widow.
and
Ruel E. Paine, late o f Coplin Plantation; peti
of the week.
Mr. McKenney went
this summer.
tion for distribution, presented by Charles A.
Wilbur, administrator.
on
to
Bigelow
and
the
Dead
River
Cemetery
Work
of all Kinds
Miss Lena Page and Miss Mabel
Lillian V. Brooks, late of Kingfield, deceased;
while
GatcbeJil spent the week end in region on a business trip,
first and final account of administration present
for
a
ed by Orrin L. Brooks, administrator.
Madrid, with Miss GatchelTs
par Mrs. McKenney remained
J. H. THOM PSON. Judge of Said Court.
week visiting her brothers,
Frank
ents.
Attest: Sumner P. Mills. Register.
and
E.
E.
Tufts.
A true copy.
PHILLIPS,
ME.
Mrs. Emma Pinkham is working
William
B.
Brown
returned
to
his
for Mrs. Guy Gordon.
All orders by mail or in person
Mrs. Selina Vose has been visit home in Lowell, Mass., Friday, hav
promptly attended to.
NOTICE.
ing her daughter, Mrs. W. B. Small ing passed a week at the McIntyre
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
cottage. Tufts Pond.
at Farmington.
been duly appointed Administrator o f the estate
of
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mitiohell, Mr.
Quite a few from here attended th
J. Dexter Huntoon, late of Rangeley,
and Mrs. S. J. WTfmun,
Christine
fair at Phillips.
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
Mr, and Mrs. Frank Hutchins and Mitchell and Marie Merchant enjoy
Headquarters for every,
mands against the estate o f said deceased are de
her father, Emery Churchill, spent ed an outing at Tufts pond the liast
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
of
the
week.
indebted thereto are requested to make payment thing in the hardware line.
Saturday and Sunday with Mr. and
immediately.
It was decided at a meeting of the
Mrs. Eljmer Davis, who are at their
Lumbermen’s Supplies,
Orin R. Rowe.
September 15,1914.
school board Thursday evening, not
cottage at Tufts Pond for a week.
Blacksmiths’ Supplies,
the
Paul) Dubier and family have mov to grant a day this year to
Doors, Windows, Stoves,
Farmington
ON ROADS IN SUMMER
NOTICE
ed to Bear Camp, Tufts Pond where pupils to attend the
fair.
Plumbing Goods, Sporting
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
he will cut lumber this fall.
been duly appointed Administrator with the will Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco,
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Stanley were Building and M aintaining Highw ays annexed
Albert Bates of Boston is visiting
of the estate of
Is More Kindly Thought of by
Now is the time to do spring Painting,
his relatives, Mr. and Mrs, Wallace at Tufts Pond Friday.
David B. Abbott, late of Rangeley,
Many of the Users.
Repairing,
etc.
1
Earl
Wing
has
built
a
large
boat
in
the
County
of
Franklin,
deceased,
and
given
Libby.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
lionse on the shore of Tufts Pond
mands
against
the
estate
of
said
deceased
are
deWe
buy
for
the
lowest
Gradually
the
farmers
In
practical
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stanley of
and is now clearing his lot there.
?
*
sen^ the same for settlement, and all
ly every community are beginning to indebted
Dixfieild,
accompanied by • their
thereto are requested to make payment Spot Cash prices, and give
M»rs. Fannie Hoiwe returned homei take personal interest in the matter Immediately.
daughters ard her husband, Mr. and Saturday afternoon.
0
.
,
Elmer E. Richards.
our customers the benefit of
of making the roads they axe forced
September 15, 1914.
Mrs. Willis Bailey of Winthrop are
to use better and more fit for general
The
Kingfield
base
ball
team
went
same.
stopping at the Stanley-Simmons cot
to North New Portland Saturday to travel all the year round.
tage!. Tuft© Pond, for a few days.,
NOTICE
In those states where the road
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Benson are play ball with the latter team at work is done by farmers and their
the
New
Portland
Free
Cattle
Show
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
receiving congratulations on
the
teams it is hard to get the labor done has been duly appointed Administrator o f the
and Fair.
birth of a daughter.
when the weather conditions are best, last will and testament of
Amos F. Breed, late of Lynn. Massachusetts,
Dick Austin of Farmington
has says a writer in Farm Progress. They
Tuesday evening, September
22,
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
been
in
town
for
a
few
days.
will
not
leave
their
fields
to
put
in
the pupils of the grajmimar school
b on d s as the law directs. All persons having de
Glenn Adams was quite sick Fri four or five days grading and level mands against the estate of said deceased are de
enjoyed a corn roast at the Hunnesired to present the same for settlement, and all
ing the public highways unless they indebted
day ndglit.
thereto are requested to make payment
well place.
immediately.
are
practically
forced
to
do
it.
The Kingfie-ld boys played Phillips
A large number of the townspeople
Eugene Mather of Boston. M iss.
But there are signs of better times
or to N . P. Noble, Phillips, Maine,
Tuesday, September 22, the
score both old and young are planning on
in the matter of country road build
his agent or attorney in this State,
February 17, 1914.
was 19 to 10 in favor of Phillips.
attending the fair at
Farmington ing. I drove' 20 miles and back a
White Mrs. Ada Nichols was at Wednesday.
few weeks ago over roads that used
Phillips fair., Tuesday, her four-yearto be impassable at that time of year
N O T IC E
old daughter Emma, was badly burn
for anything except a good strong
ed, playing with matches.
|MISS PATTANGa Cl IS QUICK IN team and a good wagon. Soft clay,
ALSO
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
soft soil and mud holes of infinite been duly appointed executrix of the last will and
Miss Mabel Gatcih'ell and Miss Lena1
Furniture
of All Kinds
testament
of
Joseph
N.
Parker,
late
of
Kingfield,
variety were its old-time characteris in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
Page attended the fair and dance
EMERGENCY,
tics.
bonds
as
the
law
directs.
All
persons
bavin#
deat Phillips.
|
T m a d p thp trin in i v p t v n r d ln a r v
the estate o f said deceased are de1 made me trip m a very ordinary, sired t0against
present the same for settlement:, and all
Many people from this town at |
four-year-used motor car and drove indebted thereto are requested to make payment
tended the fair at North New Port-' The s&PPmg of the emergency
the round trip in about three hours. ^ au^ ufMIs ’ 1914.
Augusta G. Parker.
land Saturday.
Both Simeon Vane brake on the auto of Hon. W. R. Under the old arrangement it would j
Phillips,
Maine
and Freeland Savage made
several I,a'ttangalJ, while the only occupan have taken all of one day and pos
♦ *>.J.* ♦;«# ,j,„r,„j,
and
trips with their autos and the livery1was Mias Margaret Meader,
when sibly part of the night.
STRONG - MAINE.
stable was practically empty on ac- the oar was standing on Main street
The road drags, just the ordinary £
count of the depnand for teams.
j *n W aterville,
^Saturday
after- old road drags made from spilt logs,
Among those who attended
the 110011 would probably have
resulted made the difference. Something, and
FARMINGTON, MAINE.
North Franklin Fair at Phdililiips last ih a bad accident but for the pres- I believe it was the necessity of mak
week were A. E. Savage and fam- e,n,c'e of mind of Miss Edith Pattan- ing the road passable for the rural
free delivery wagons, has made a big
Wholesale and Retail
ily, Jerome Simmons and family, O.
difference along the old road.
We
Leave your orders early for next
f
C. Lander, Albert Lander, Mr. and
Mias Pattangalil' and Miss Meader saw several road drags along the way, It
winter’s supply. For prices apply to
Mrs. Howard Libby,, Cihas. Page and had been for a hide and on thear two or three of them in use, and the A
SPECIALIST
\
2
B E A L & M cL E A R Y ,
%
*
family, M, D. P. Thompson, R. L. return stopped at the
postoffice. roads where they were passing were
♦:« Surgery andTreatment
of Ear, v
Office at Phillips Station.
Kiptball, Bernard Taylor, Miss Edna Miss Pattangail, who had
been as smooth as a turnpike.
•?
I
Nose and Throat
x
Gates, Miss Zilphia Taylor. Thurs* driving, went into the postoffice for
Summer is the time to do really ?
V
f.
day Chas. Page trotted his
horse, & moment and left the car facing constructive road work. The drag a
5000 Cords
Officehours, 9-12.30;1.30-4.30
❖
Lollia Braden, and M. D. P. Thompson south on Main street with
Miss
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulpwood wanted, delivered at any station
trotted Constantine Jr.
Meader on the front seat.
The
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.
A few evenings ago the pupils of Drake slipped and the car
started
between Farmington and Rangeley and
the Stanley school with their teacher |down the street with no one at the
between Strong and Salem.
Miss Annah Farnum,, took a
straw wheel.
A .W . M c L e a r y , P hillips, Me.
ride to Elmwood, the old Taylorj Just then Miss Pattangail
came
DENTIST
place in New Portland, where they out of the office and saw the
oar
enjoyed a bonfire and corn
roast. ■loving.
She called to Miss Mead
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5. ¡¡Evenings by
appointment.
J. M. Dolbier furnished the convey er, who is unfamiliar with a car, t
ance,
The members of the- party pulll th e, brake, but in trying to do
Office over National Bank.
included the grammar school, who so, she threw the engine into high
Phillips,
Maine"
wene the originators of the affair and gear, increasing its speed. The ca,r
Cow ’s Rem arkable H isto ry.
Both
’Phones
their teacher, Miss Annah Farnum. driverless, was gathering speed. Mies
Farmers will be amused at the fol
Other invited guests
were the Pattangail realized the danger and
lowing record of a certain New Zea
Freshmen class of the High
school, ran after the car, jumped on
the
land cow’s history. About 15 years
and a number from the intermediate side steps and put on the brake,
ago a South island farmer purchased
I___________ 1
and sub-intermediate rooms.
bringing the car to a halt
opposite
a cow from another, paying $25 foi
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Handy Road Scraper.
Arsenault and Herbert
Broth ers, the Unitarian church.
The ‘ far
her. The first was told at that time
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
three Frenchmen were arrested Fri that there was little traffic at the can be used summer or winter, but that the animal had had several
calves.
A
few
weeks
ago
the
purchas«
day afternoon, near Soule’s Mills cm time was one factor in saving
a scraping, grading, culvert repairing
PH ILLIPS, - - - MAINE
complaint of the foreman of C V. ¡ bad accident.—Ex.
and draining ought to be done in June, er disposed of the cow to a Mr. Hall
Richard®, wlhio is lumbering in
July, August and September. Earlier for the sum of $20, and the latter no
the!
J. BLAINE MORRISON
in tbe year the mud will prevent any ticed that the animal had an ear-mark
west part of the town.
These men
real
work being completed. Later in registered by his own fathej. In
were charged with breaking
their
What Is a Coolie?
“ Coolie” is a term used to designate the fall the rains will turn the fresh quiries disclosed the fact that the COW
contract having left tli-eir eimiployer
had been purchased from Mr. Hall’s
without notice.
They were brought an Asiatic laborer not belonging to ly graded roads into loblollies of father over twenty years ago.
clayey water.
the
skilled
or
artisan
class.
It
does
before Trial Justice O. C. Dolbier
Beal Block. PhillinH Fire and Life Insurance
From now on until the first snows
and in default of payment of their not mean “negro.” The word is al and freezes the dirt road can be
Close Second to Procrastination.
fine were committed to Farmington most exclusively used to designate shaped and graded. I am of the opin
those natives of India and China (and
“ With the exception of ‘procrastina
jail, whither they were taken Friday sometimes Japan) who leave their na ion that the plan of appointing some
tion,’ you are the greatest thief of
during the niglhit, by Deputy Sheriff tive country under contract of service one farmer as overseer or “road boss”
time I ever heard of,” remarked the
L. P. Hinds.
and
having
the
rest
of
the
neighbor
to work as laborers elsewhere.
judge to a prisoner in whose pockets
hood work under this inexperienced no fewer than fifteen watches were P E E LE D SPRUCE A N D FIR
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Frost started
man is a mistake. The time will come found.
Friday for Lisbon and Bethel, where
when all road work will be done under
Pulpwood delivered
at
they will pass two W'oeks.
Orville Voter and. wife of Port KEEP YOUR STOMACH AND L IV E R the supervision of a man who does
a n y point on line of Sandy
Really Not His Fault.
HEALTHY.
nothing but plan and build and possi
land were visitors in town the lat
“ You sometimes disagree with these
bly maintain roads. He will know
ter part of tlib week:
Accompanied
A vigorous Stomach, perfect working Liver and roads under all weather conditions scientific experts?” “ Not at all,” re River and Rangeley Lakes
by hi©' aunt, Mrs. J. E. Voter, they regular acting Bowels is guaranteed if you will
and can look alter their creation, plied the serene egotist. “ Notwith Railroad.
Dr. King’s New Life Pills. They insure good
went to Stratton Friday by auto to u«e
Digestion, correct Constipation and have an ex
drainage and repair intelligently. It standing the fact, that I have thought
visit Mr. Voter’s parents, Mr.
and cellent tonic effect on the whole system —Purify is mostly a hit or miss proposition a matter out to a sound conclusion,
your blood and rid you of all body poisons through
H A L E Y & FIELD
Mrs. E. J. Voter.
now.
"
the Bowels. Only 25c, at your Druggist.
they frequently insist on disagreeing
with me.”

MANY ATTEND THE
VARIOUS FAIRS

A RECORD

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

Pupils of Stanley School Enjoy a
Straw Ride. Arrests Made
by Deputy Hinds

NEW SHARON, - MAINE.

No, Franklin
Marble Works

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop,

Phillips Hardware Co.

WORK

Tinware,
Gooda,
etc.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,

Pillows.

C. F. Chandler & Son,

Dr* Mary S. Croswell,

COAL

General Practice
of Osteopathy

D r. W . J. C a rte r,

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

D. R.

ROSS

A tto rn e y - a t - Law

W anted

Phillips,

Maine

M A IN E

W OO DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , O C T O B E R 1, 1914.

SAVED HUBBY MUCH LABOR
Chivalrous Man Probably Made a Few
Rem arks T hat May Be Expunged
From the Records.

wn PAYMFNT IN A I W AN P F

has been the policy of this institution for thirty
years. W e recognize the purchaser’s rights to an
examination of the goods, and a test of their quality before payment is lequ'red. No other
school in N ew England has faith enough in you or itself to allow this.
Our G u a r a n te e — Full Satisfaction or No Payment.
PO R T L A N D . B A N G O R , A U G U S T A .__________SUM M ER SC H O O L A T S O U T H CASC O

H U r / V I m c i l 1 111 r t U i n n t / L

*1R<a AD*
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KEEPEYEONIE
Automobile Owners Can Save
Much Money by the Exercise
of a Little Care.

HEAVY, SHORT ROAD ROLLER
Useful Im provem ent May Be Con
structed by Using W orn-O ut M ov
ing Machine and Concrete.

HAVE PROPER AIR PRESSURE

W hen O nly P artially Inflated They
Can N ot Be Expected to Last the
Perhaps you have a grader of some
T im e They Should— Ingenious
sort and road drags, but you teed a
Device Which W ill Give
heavy short roller.
They cost too
W arning to Driver.
much to buy, so make one this way.

Procure an old worn-out mowing ma
chine, any make, writes W. A. Dillon
In Farmers' Mail and Breeze. Take
off or break off all the parts that stick
out past the wheels. Smooth off a
bit of hard ground; now dig a small
sole just large enough for the hub.
Set the machine up on. one end, put
a jacket of galvanized sheet Iron
around the wheels, secure it at short
Intervals with small stove bolts and
make it fit neat and straight. Now
All the Jacket with the best fine con
crete. Tamp it well and allow it to
stand until the concrete is well set.
Remove the jacket; keep the roller
shaded and spray It for eight or ten
days.
Have the blacksmith put an iron
frame on this roller. Heavy tire iron
will do, using the hubs for spindles.
When a strong tongue is added you
will have as good a roller as anybody;
one that will last a life time and will
cost but little. Save the jacket to
make more rollers with.
When your road is graded run the
roller down the center, instead of on
the sides, as now. Take two disk
harrows the same number of disks
and if possible the same kind. Turn
the disk on the harrows so they will
throw the dirt toward each other when
placed side by side. Now set them
close tfigether side by side in the mid
dle of the road to be worked. Take
a light log chain and fasten the har
rows together. Put a team on each
harrow and driva down the road to
be worked. Turn around; let out the
chain a couple of feet; go back. Re
peat the operation a number of times.
You would be surprised how much
dirt the disk harrow will cut up.
and how much it will move toward
the center. Finish with drag or grader.
Then roll the center and you will have
a good road at small cost,
We have organized a country club
here and given each member a piece
of road to drag, near his home. We
elected a drag boss so when it is just
right to drag the boss calls all the
members and in about two hours we
have all the roads in the district
dragged.
We have had very bad
weather ever since organizing, but the
plan appears to work well.

Probably the most costly part of
an automobile in operation are the
tires; the year’s expenditures, if care
fully kept, will show more money
spent on tires than on any other pur
chase, including perhaps gasoline and
oil.
It has too frequently been shown
that much of the tire trouble comes
from lack of attention on
the part of the motorist;
he might obtain far bet
ter results and greater
mileage were he careful
to keep the air pressure
in his tires up to the
figures given by the
company whose tires he
On the
uses.
W heel.
With a partially in
flated tire there is a constant change
of the position of the fabric in the
tire, an everlasting working and chaf
ing, a squashing and bending that nat
urally cracks the many plies of fabric,
causing blow-outs, pinches, and other
trouble, all of which could be avoided
to a large extent were the pressure
kept up so as to round out the tire
to maintain the shape it was built
for.
But it seems to be human nature to
keep on driving and to neglect tires,
until they become so
worn out in the support
ing fabric that they must
yield to the pressure of
weakness and inability to
still stand the strain. All
this comes about because
the motorist depends up
on the eye rather than
figures represented on a
gauge t o d e t e r m i n e
whether the pressure is
sufficient—and looks in
this case are deceiving
W arning
and costly.
Device.
What may prove something of a blessing in this particular
case is a pressure alarm, as shown in
the illustrations. This consists of a
little instrument about the size of an
air valve which is fitted through the
rim opposite the tire stem. It is set to
raise the tube when at normal pres
sure and when the pressure drops to a
point below normal the device fires a
ROAD SCRAPER EASILY MADE percussion cap and thus gives warning
that the air pressure is twenty pounds
Two-Inch Planking, Securely Bolted below what it should be. Then the
motorist has no excuse for not know
Together, W ill Furnish Most Use
ing that his tires need air; if he keeps
ful Farm Implem ent.
on driving he must know he will pay
There are many jobs upon the high the penalty in destroyed casings
ways and farms that require a few sooner or later.
hours’ use of a scraper, yet are not im
portant enough to require the pur Aluminum Fins in Cooling System.
chase of one. The scraper shown in
A British engineer has been quite
illustration may be constructed of two- successful in increasing the heat radia
inch thick planking, securely bolted tion of an air-cooled motor by the
simple expedient of attaching to the
existing iron fins a number of alumi
num fins. Aside from increasing the
radiating surface, the aluminum is a
much more efficient radiating medium
than is the iron.
“The extra fins are merely clamped
to the existing iron ones, the only
requisite being that a good contact is
obtained. In a bench test In which a
four-cylinder motor was raced for a
considerable time, the radiating fins
could at all times be held in the bare
together, and also re-enforced with hands. Their temperature does not go
angle Irons, to make the joints more higher than about fifteen degrees
secure against the strain. The blade above the temperature of the sur
or cutting surface is made of an old rounding atmosphere.”
saw blade, bolted to the box as shown
in illustration. The horses are at
Old-Fashioned Ideas.
tached by a chain fastened to two iron
Of course, there were, and still are
hooks, one upon each side of the
in Isolated localities, persons who
scraper. With two handles it i3 com
cling to the bad roads of their grand
plete and ready to save many times its
fathers, and resist any attempt to
cogt in small filling jobs.
make improvements. These are those
Splendid Old Editor.
As we recall it, the hardest news
paper work we ever did was for a
splendid old editor, now of sainted
memory, who. accented wood on sub
scription and was pleased to get it. It
was our task to carry the wood up
two flights of stairs.—Toledo Blade.

who also regret the passing of the
spinning wheel, and the domestic
weaving loom, with which the women
used to make the cloth for clothing the
family.
It is wilful waste of money to spend
it upon roads that are not given
proper drainage.
_

A woman with 15 bundles boarded
the street car the other afternoon
when I was on my way to my subur
ban residence. She was a very pretty
young woman. I felt sorry for her.
She was returning from a shopping
tour. Being a man with a kind heart,
I helped her upon the car and piled
her bundles about her. A man got on
at the same time and took a seat on
the other side of the young lady.
When the car came to my street I
was surprised to see her rise and be
gin to pick up her bundles. Instantly
my sense of chivalry prompted me to
help her off the car, and, as I was
going in the same direction, I asked
permission to carry her 15 bundles.
The man got off also and started on
ahead. I was loaded down like a cam
el crossing the desert. In those pack
ages she had everything from an elec
tric flatiron to a five-pound bag of
prunes. We trudged along about a
half mile. The man turned in at a
gate. When we reached the gate the
young lady thanked me and said:
“ This is as far as I go. I live here.
Thank you very much.”
“ But the man ahead of us, the man
who came out on the car with us,
turned in here, too.
“ Yes,” she said “ He is my hus
band, but he hates to carry packages
through the street.” —Exchange.

11

WELD

Got W hat He W anted

Two venerable theologians in an up
state town were very friendly, despite
their differences in belief. One, who
was about seventy, was an Episcopa
lian, while the other, who was slight
ly younger, was a Presbyterian.
The predecessor of the Episcopalian
in that town had always liked to be
addressed as “ Father N.”
Having
got used to this title in conversa
tion with the predecessor the Presby
terian minister used it several times
in speaking to the new rector, who did
not want to be addressed that way.
Several times he asked the Presbyte
rian to omit the title in his direct
conversation, but without result. One
day an explosion came.
“ See here, Doctor B.,” said the ven
erable but irate rector, “ for some time
I have been asking you to stop calling
me ‘father.’ If you do It again, I shall
call you ‘mother,’ and if you do it again
after that I shall call you ‘grand
mother.’ ”
The threat had the desired effect.

EVERY FARMER SHOULD HELP
Every Day’s W ork Makes Roads Bet
te r if Done Intelligently— M er
chants Aid in W ork.

*
Sept. 82.
There was a dance at
Conant’s
pa villi chi Saturday evening.
There will hie a speaking contest
at the Congregational church this
week and a silver offering at the
close for the benefit of tilve public
.library.
Quite a number from here
at
tended the fair at Phillips last week,
aimoaig wflidch were Mr. L. M. and
Frank Newman, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Ellis and son LaforesQ Mr. and Mrs.
Ezra Noyes and son Philip.
Mr. and Mrsi. T. A. Wyman
and
daughter, IcLella attended the fair
at Canton one day.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wyman have
returned to their home in Diekva'lte.
Mrs. Trueman Masterman, who
was operated on for
appendicitis
one day recently is getting
along
nicely.
Mies Shaw of Lewiston is
the nurse in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beedy
and
Miss Bessie Crowell of Phillips were
in town Saturday.
Mrs. Grace Thompson has
re
turned froim visiting
relatives in
Phillips and will return to her home
in T hemp son villi e, Conn., this week.
The quarantine has been' removed
from the house of Oliver Welch and
no more cases of diphtheria have
been reported.
Rev. Charles Harbutt of Portland
occupied the pulpit of the"* Congregationalist chourch Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Carlton have
moved from the Grover house out to
|Daniel Storer’s for the winter.
Miss Adams returned from Phillips
Saturday.

No man who farms should begrudge
the time he spends in grading, drag
ging and ditching the highways. He
must use them twelve months In the
year. Every day’s work makes them
a little better if the work is done in
telligently. In many localities the
merchants have aided in the work of
WOLVES ARE HARD TO TRAP road betterment, and it seems ridicu
lous that their efforts should be dis
Snares, to Be at All Effective, Must Be trusted by the farmers. Good roads
associations in every county will
Handled Only W ith Oileventually increase the value of all
Soaked Gloves.
farming land.
Wolves are the most difficult of all
Selection of Cows.
animals to traps, and it is usually by
Extreme care is necessary .in se
working upon their uncontrollable curi
osity that they are most easily de lecting cows, for no amount of skill
CONVINCING TESTIMONY
ceived. The “campfire set” is one of in feeding and handling will stimu
Given
By Many Phillips People
the best. When a man makes camp in late a profit from a truly poor cow. A
Experiences to'd by Phillips people—
the forest the wolves, if there are any good dairy cow is one with a large
near, are sure to note his whereabouts. capacity for using food above the ! Those who have had weak kidneys—
When he has gone they trot up to in maintenance requirement and one that ; Who used Doan’s Kidney Pills —
Who found the remedy effective—
vestigate the ground, and with due uses this food for mil^ production. In j Such
statements prove merit.
determining
the
most
desirable
breed,
caution pick up any scraps he may
You might doubt an utter stranger.
one
must
consult
his
own
likes
and
have left lying about. The “ campfire
You must believe Phillips people.
set” is made as follows: First, hollow dislikes first. The man who likes a
Here’s Phillips proof. Verify it.
Read. Investigate. Be convinced.
out an oblong hole in the ground, just Holstein cow and dislikes a Jersey
You’ ll find why Philips folks believe
large enough to take the trap, and per ’ll be more successful with the for
in Doan’s.
haps five inches deep. Cover the trap mer.
“ I appreciate what Doan’s Kidney
with a sheet of brown paper, and over
Pills have done for me,” says Elbridge
this fill the hole with damp earth.
S to p T h a t F i r s t F a l l C o u g h
Dill, farmer, of Phillips. Doan’s Kid
Then light a fire on the top of it, and
C heck y o u r fa ll cou gh or cold at ney Pills, procured from Cragin’s Drug
into the fire, as it grows low, throw a on ce— d o n ’ t w a it— it m ay lead to s e ri Store, (now Preble’s Drug Store),
ou s lu n g trouble, w ea k en y ou r v ita lity have kept my kidneys in good working
few scraps of ra%v meat.
d evelop a ch ro n ic lu n g ailm ent.
Should a wolf come along to inves and
G et a b o ttle o f Dr. K in g ’s New D is order and have relieved me of the dull
tigate the place, he is sure to scent c o v e r y to -d a y ; it is pure and harm less ache across the small of my back and
— use' it fre e ly fo r that fa ll cou gh or trouble with the kidney secretions. I
the cooked meat, and will start ■cold.
I f B aby or C hildren a re sick give
scratching in the ashes for it, thus, of it to them, it w ill re lie v e q u ick ly and am «lad to confirm my former endorse
perm
anen
tly. It so o th es the irritated ment of Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
course springing the trap.
th roat, lu n g s a n d air passages. Loosen s
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’ t Sim
One of the greatest difficulties in P h legm , is a n tise p tic and fortifies the
ask for a kidney remedy—get
wolf-trapping is to hide the aforesaid system a g a in st cold s. I t su rely p re  ply
ven ts co ld germ s fro m g e ttin g a hold. Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that
telltale scents, so keen is their sense G uaranteed. 50c. and $1.00 at you r Mr. Dill had. Foster-Millburn Co.,
of smell. The traps must never be D ru g g ist.
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
handled with the naked fingers. Old
gloves, soaked in oil or fat, are used,
and it is best to smoke the trap over a
“ smudge” fire before setting it, and
then inclose it in a paper bag.—H
Mortimer Batten, in Wide World.

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.
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PIANO TRUTHS
This is the time for

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.

When you place your order for a piano with a
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
above the wholesale price of the piano to cover his

Over 1,0.00 satisfied
customers in Franklin County

“ SELLING EXPE N SE” and they charge you their
profit on top of that.

ERNEST L. MILLS,
THE

TO D E N Y THAT FACT PUBLICLY.

W A T K IN S M AN

Pleasant St.,

I CHALLENGE A N YB O D Y

CM AS. W . NOR TON,
Church

Phillips, Me.
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past few weeks, Unas returned to her ported as being about half in. The
home.
She was accompanied
as yield is very good this year.
Miss Elide' Rdhards of Farmington
far as Farmington by her daughter.
was in town the first of the week,
Mrs. Isaac is over 80 years of age.
Misses Florence Luce, Ella Ful the guest of relatives and friends.
The Seniors of the High
school
lerton, Clarise Flint and Niel Luce
attended the dance at Phillips one had a dance in Luce’s ball Saturday
evening.
Music was furnished
by
ngibt last week.
Dyer’s orchestra.
A large crowd
Mrs. Gladys Porter and
little
daughter Vivian, are visiting
her was in attendance.
Dr. Wililiam Love joy has engaged
sister,, Mrs. Dan Leighton and fam
the rent in S. D. Gates’ house, where
ily.
lie will move his mother, Mrs. Sum
(Special Correspondence)
The many friends of Miss
Ethel ner Lovejoy and live the
coming
Strong, Sept- 29.—-Mrs.
Emily Rounds are sorry to know sbe bas winter.
Nash of Auburn, bias been in town been quite ill the past week, suffer
Mrs. Edmond R. Sprague has re
Sbe bias
the past few weeks visiting friends. ing from a severe cold.
cently returned from Portland
and
Mrs. Nash was formerly from this been unable to attend to her stud Boston, with her ueuial choice selec
town and she has ¿many friends wtho ies at the Farmington Normal school tion of fall and winter millinery.
since the first week of school.
are always glad to see her again.
Mrs. Hattie Ore shy is
keeping
Mrs. George Porter and little son
Roger Nye of WaterviUe and Misis
bouse for Rev. W. P. Heilman.
in
Freda Mitchell of Wilton were
in Richard returned to their home
Miss Hortense Smith gave a very
town recently, the guests of her par Johnstown, New York, last Friday interesting repent of the Franklin
They were met in Boston by Mr.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mitchell.
County Sunday School convention,
Last week, Tuesday
evening, a Porter who accompanied them the re last Sunday, which was held in Phil
flinch party was held in the Grang in) ainder of the journey.
lips.
Mrs. Lizzie Waite, who has visited
ball. It was largely attended and a
Miss Ada M. Curtis of Leeds is
the the guest cf Rev. W. P.
nice time was enjoyed by allil present. relatives and friends in town
Holman
During the evening refreshnrents of past week, has returned to her home this week.
in Portland.
ice cream and cake were served.
Mr- Maxwell and daughter,, Miss
Miss Ethel McPheters o f Skowheg- Lulu Maxwell cf Lewiston have spent
Irvin,, little sen of Mr. and Mrs.
____ Goldsmith
____
. has been quite
_
an, who has visited friends here the the past week with Mr. and Mrs. D.
William
ill the past week, hut is much better1past few months, has gone to East E. Leighton. They returned tc their
at this writing.
j Buxton, where she has a position as home Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Fred Leathers had charge of stenographer.
A corn, roast was given, to
th.ej
H. A. Chandler's store during Phil-' John Stevens, Mitclbeltt True and members of the Standard Bearers'i
lips fair.
Mrs. Ardella Kershner and
three Society last Friday evening at the
Mrs. Frank McLean of
Stratton children
LIJ11U1C11 attended
n____ riTji the fair at North home of Mrs. M. A. W ill.
There
has been in town the past week, tihiejNew Portiand last Saturday,
were 17 members present. A regu
guest of her sister, Mrs.
Henry
A large crowd from town attended lar meeting was held after which
RamsdelJ and family.
Mrs.
Mc the fair at Phillips each day. Much aid went to the hillside where the
Lean came in her “ Micbgian” autointerest was shown in the
horse evening was very pleasantly passed
tnobile.
roasting corn and apples,
playing
trot.
Theodore Will of Lisbon Falls was
games and singing songs.
AH were
Mrs.
Charlotte
Burns.,
who
is
teach
a recent guest in town.
very grateful to Mrs. M. A. Willi for
Misses Carrie and Bessie Lee, ing in Freeman, spent Sunday with the delightful time given.
Those
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
and Miss Sara W ill went to Bruns
present were Marion
Richardson
Burns.
wick last Friday.
Monday Misses
Faye Mitchell, Iva Whiting, Harriet
Miss Frankie W lil of Brunswick
Will and Lee accompanied
Miss
A. Smith, Effie Crandell,
Frances
is
keeping
house
for
her
brothers
Bessie Lee to Neftv York; from there
Vincie,
and
Alithea
Lawton,
Alida
she goes to China to teach for five Edd and Fred Willi, during the ab Goodwin, Dorothy Norton,
Ethel
sence
of
Miss
Carrie
Lee
and
Miss
years.
During Miss Lee’s stay here
Whiting, Evelyn and Crystel Rob
the past summer sire has made a Sara Will to Ne'w York.
bins, Nellie Satmple, Lilia
Norton,
Mr., and Mrs. C. V. Starbird, son
host of friends, all of whom wish, her
Catherine Sample.
much success.
Raymond and Mrs. Walter .Bradford,
The community was saddened Sat
North
Burchard Look has been quite ill tock an automobile trip to
urday afternoon to learn of
the
the past week.
He was unable to New Portland last Saturday afternoon
death, of Mrs. Lizzie Bates,, wife cf
attend school several days.
and attended the fair.
Eugene Smith at the home of her
The farmers are very busy getting
Mrs. Frances Isaac of Boston,
brother, Elbert Bates.
Mrs. Smith
Mass., who has been visiting
her their corn to the factory.
The
was in poor health and was taken to
daughter, Mrs. John K. Lawton the first of this week the corn was rethe home of her brother to
have
care and medical treatment. She had
been there but a few days, when she
giew worse and passed away Satur
day afternoon.
She leaves beside
her husband five children, the young
est a baby of a few month®. Mma.
•Smith was the daughter of the late
I Mr. ard Mrs. William Bates and a
twin sister to Mrs, Eliza Bates Walk
er, a returned missionary from Afri
ca.
She leaves beside those
alF le e c e d L in e d a n d W o o l
I re” y mentioned several
brothers
and sisters to mourn her early death,
Ladies’ Vests and Pants to size 44,
25c, 50c, 55c.
i The funeral services were held in
Ladies’ Union Suits,
50c to $3.00
; the Methodist church, Monday after
Ladies’ Wool Vests and Pants,
noon, conducted by Rev. W. P. Hoi-'
.
$ 1 .0 0
man,, who speke many
words of
Children’s Vests and Pants,
.
25c.
j comfort to the bereaved relatives.
Children’s
Union
Suits,
.
.
50c.
Lcgan Luce was
taken to the
Children's hospital at Portland Men
ButtericK Patterns C a r r ie d in StocK
day, iy Dr. C. VV. Bell, where
he
wild* be treated for a trouble in Ids
ankle.
Word has been received
from
No. 2, Beal BlocK, P h illip s , M e.
Farmers* Tel.
Miss Cora Worthley of Greenfield,
N. H., w lo has recently been
here
on a visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jamees F. Worthley, that she is
— AND — on an automobile tour through
the
White Mountains.
Miss Lulu FMlfflpis, who- is teach
ing at South Strong spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
Jesee Phillips.
The relatives and friends of Hi the past few days, suffering from a
Wouldn’ t you like to own a
ram Hardy of Fall River, Mass., wer cold.
Schools will close Thursday cm ac-|
much saddened although not surpris
S m a rt
Stpltsb
UHatcb?
Large
ed to hear that he had passed away count of Farmington fair.
at his home Saturday morning
of crowds have attended the fair each Certainly you would. Then why not?
If you think it’s too expensive just
Bright's disease.
Mr. Hardy was day.
George Bangs of Phillips was
a
formerly from East Strong and mar
Come in And Price
ried Miss Mary E. Gilman, of
this business caller in town Tuesday.
A meeting of Oppalmnski Chapter,. You will be agreeably surprised. You
town, a. sister of Samuel Gilman.
The first years of their married life O. E. S., No. 125 held a meeting last will find our watches to be just as good
time pieces as they are trim and stylish
were spent in this town and to this Friday nighft which was largely at of build. We will enjoy showing them
tended.
union .two children were born, a son
to you.
Fred, who now lives in Fall
River
CARD OF THANKS
A . G. CRONKH ITE,
and a daughter, who died
when
about eight years old of difhtheria.
W e wish to expre®® our
sincere! PHILLIPS,
.
.
.
MAINE
Later they moved to
Fall
River thanks to the many friends/, whio as
where they have since resided. His sisted us in our recent bereavement,
remains were brought here Wednes particularly to Mr. and Mrs. Zephyr
day for burial and were acccjmipan Raymond, Mr. and Mrs. Roe
Otis
ied by his wife and son Fred. Pray and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Harbold for
er was offered at the cemetery
by their kindly help; also
for
the
Rev. W. P. Holman.
Mr. Hardy
beautiful flowers.
about 73 years olid and was a mem
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Oakes,
ber cf the G. A. R.
Much sympathy
Mrs. Geneva Dunham*
is extended to the sorrowing fam
N o. 5» B eal B lock,
P h illip s, Me.
Mr. Ed. Oakes,
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Oake®,
A regular freeze occurred Monday
Mr. and Mr». Sidney Harden,
Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
night.
Ice was found Tuesday mom
Mr. and Mrs. S.
Learned,
ing of quite thickness.
Mr. and Mrs. WdU Huntoon,
'Open Saturday Evenings.
Miss Luoile Johnson spent Sunday
¡Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oakes.
with Mias Hazel Round®.
Mr. Gilbert Oakes.
Richard Bell has been quite
ill Rangeley, September 29* 1914.

DEATH OF WELL
KNOWN PEOPLE

Standard Bearers Enjoy Corn Roast
School Closes Day For Fair

The Sedgeley Stor

C oats

We have a large assortment of
newfeoats for fall and winter.
Prices; $7.00, $7.50, $8.00, $9.00
$10.00, $12.00, $13.50, $15.00, $17.00,
$18.00 and $20.00.

Prices o f Children’s Coats; $2.00
to $6.00.
i

Fall Hats

About Mackinaws
See our stock before you buy.
We have the best line we
have ever shown. The prices
run from $3.50 to $900 for
men and $4.50 and $5.00 for
boys. These Mackinaws are
all made from extra heavy
cloth woven in very desirable
patterns and are tailored to fit

For rough service, we es
pecially recommend our ab
solutely all wool jacket in
plain blue or scarlet at $5.00
Heavy Vests, $1.50 and $2.00
Sweaters, . . . 50c. to $7.00

At T h e

C lo th in g »Store

D . F. H O Y T ,

Ready-to-wear Hats; $1.00 to 3.00

UNDERWEAR “
C.

M.

HOYT,

P ure C rea m T artar
C ream T artar Substitutes
at TOOTH A K E R ’S CASH STORE

